
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































b:- 2. Occasional small gifts; 

e:- County general assistance that may be issued on an intermittent 
basis to cover emergency-type situations; 

d:- 4. Income received as a housing allowance by a program 
sponsored by the United States department of housing and 
urban development or rent supplements or utility payments 
provided through a housing assistance program; 

e:- 5. Income of an individual living in the parental home if the individual 
is not included in the medicaid unit; 

f:. 6. Educational loans, scholarships, grants, awards, workers 
compensation, vocational rehabilitation payments, and work 
study received by a student, or any fellowship or gift, or portion of 
a gift, used to pay the cost of tuition and fees at any educational 
institution; 

g:- L In-kind income except in-kind income received in lieu of wages; 

h:- .a_ Per capita judgment funds paid to members of the Blackfeet Tribe 
and the Gross Ventre Tribe under Pub. L. 92-254, to any tribe to pay 
a judgment of the Indian claims commission or the court of claims 
under Pub. L. 93-134, or to the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa 
Indians, the Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy's Reservation, the 
Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, or the Little Shell Tribe of Chippewa 
Indians of Montana under Pub. L. 97 -403; 

t; .9... Compensation received by volunteers participating in the action 
program as stipulated in the Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 
1973 [Pub. L. 93-113; 42 U.S.C. 4950 et seq.], including foster 
grandparents, older American community service program, retired 
senior volunteer program, service corps of retired executives, 
volunteers in service to America, and university year for action; 

t. 1 0. Benefits received through the low income home energy assistance 
program; 

k:- 11. Training funds received from vocational rehabilitation; 

t.- .1b. Training allowances of up to thirty dollars per week provided 
through a tribal native employment works program, or the job 
opportunity and basic skills program; 

m:- 13. Income tax refunds and earned income credits; 

n:- 14. Needs-based payments, support services, and relocation 
expenses provided through programs established under the 
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Workforce Investment Act [29 U.S.C. 2801 et seq.], and through 
the job opportunities and basic skills program; 

tr. ~ Income derived from submarginal lands, conveyed to Indian tribes 
and held in trust by the United States, as required by section 6 of 
Pub. L. 94-114 [25 U.S.C. 459e]; 

Jr. 16. Income earned by a child who is a full-time student or a part-time 
student who is not employed one hundred hours or more per month; 

q-:- 17. Payments from the family subsidy program; 

r. 18. The first fifty dollars per month of current child support, received on 
behalf of children in the medicaid unit, from each budget unit that 
is budgeted with a separate income level; 

s-:- 19. Payments made to recipients under title II of the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 
[Pub. L. 91-646, 42 U.S.C. 4621 et seq.]; 

t 20. Payments made tax exempt as a result of section 21 of the Alaska 
Native Claims Settlement Act [Pub. L. 92-203]; 

tt:- 21. Payments to certain United States citizens of Japanese ancestry, 
resident Japanese aliens, and eligible Aleuts made under the 
Wartime Relocation of Civilians Reparations Act [Pub. L. 1 00-383; 
50 U.S.C. App. 1989 et seq.]; 

v-: 22. Agent orange payments; 

w-: 23. A loan from any source that is subject to a written agreement 
requiring repayment by the recipient; 

*=" 24. The medicare part 8 premium refunded by the social security 
administration; 

y; 25. Payments from a fund established by a state as compensation for 
expenses incurred or losses suffered as a result of a crime; 

r.- 26. Temporary assistance for needy families benefit and support 
service payments; 

aa:- 27. Lump sum supplemental security income benefits in the month in 
which the benefit is received; 

etr. 28. German reparation payments made to survivors of the holocaust 
and reparation payments made under sections 500 through 506 of 
the Austrian General Social Insurance Act; 
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ee: 29. Assistance received under the Disaster Relief and Emergency 
Assistance Act of 1974 [Pub. L. 93-288; 42 U.S.C. 5121 et seq.], 
or some other federal statute, because of a presidentially declared 
major disaster, and interest earned on that assistance; 

dd; 30. Refugee cash assistance or grant payments; 

ee:- 31. Payments from the child and adult food program for meals and 
snacks to licensed families who provide day care in their home; 

ft7 32. Extra checks consisting only of the third regular payroll check 
or unemployment benefit payment received in a month by an 
individual who is paid biweekly, and the fifth regular payroll check 
received in a month by an individual who is paid weekly; 

gg-:-~ All income, allowances, and bonuses received as a result of 
participation in the job corps program; 

flft:- 34. Payments received for the repair or replacement of lost, damaged, 
or stolen assets; 

it: 35. Homestead tax credit; 

jf:- .3.6.:. Training stipends provided to victims of domestic violence by 
private, charitable organizations for attending their educational 
programs; 

kk:- 37. Allowances paid to children of Vietnam veterans who are born with 
spina bifida, or to children of women Vietnam veterans who are 
born with certain covered birth defects, under 38 U.S.C. 1805 or 
38 u.s.c. 1815; 

H:- 38. Netherlands reparation payments based on Nazi, but not 
Japanese, persecution during World War II [Pub. L. 1 03-286; 
42 U.S.C. 1437a, note]; 

mm:- .3..9... Radiation Exposure Compensation Act [Pub. L. 1 01-426; 42 U.S.C. 
2210, note]; 

flft:- 40. Interest or dividend income from liquid assets; 

00:- 41. Additional pay received by military personnel as a result of 
deployment to a combat zone; and 

PfT. 42. All wages paid by the census bureau for temporary employment 
related to census activities. 

r.- For purposes of t~is seetior,; 
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a:- "Full time student" means a person WAO attends scAool on a 
scAedule equal to a full curriculum; and 

IT. "Student" means an individual WAO regularly attends and makes 
satisfactory progress in elementary or secondary scAool, general 
equivalency diploma classes, Aome scAool program recognized or 
supervised by tAe student's state or local scAool district, college, 
uni·tersity, or vocational training, including summer vacation 
periods if tAe individual intends to return to scAool in tAe fall. 

History: Effective July 1, 2003; amended effective June 1, 2004; May 1, 2006; 
April 1, 2008; January 1, 201 0; January 1, 2011: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-06-16, 50-24.1-04 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.1-02 

75-02-02.1-39. Income deductions. This section applies to an individual 
residing in the individual's own home or in a specialized facility, workers with 
disabilities coverage, children with disabilities coverage, and to the medicare 
savings programs, but does not apply to an individual receiving nursing care 
services in a nursing facility, the state hospital, an institution for mental disease, 
a psychiatric residential treatment facility, an intermediate care facility for the 
mentally retarded, or receiving swing-bed care in a hospital. No deduction not 
described in subsections 1 through 14 may be allowed in determining medicaid 
eligibility. 

1. Except in determining eligibility for the medicare savings programs, 
the cost of premiums for health insurance may be deducted from 
income in the month the premium is paid or prorated and deducted 
from income in the months for which the premium affords coverage. 
In determining eligibility for the workers with disabilities coverage, 
the workers with disabilities enrollment fee and premiums are not 
deducted. In determining eligibility for the children with disabilities 
coverage, the children with disabilities premiums are not deducted. For 
purposes of this subsection, "premiums for health insurance" include 
payments made for insurance, health care plans, or nonprofit health 
service plan contracts which provide benefits for hospital, surgical, and 
medical care, but do not include payments made for coverage which is: 

a. Limited to disability or income protection coverage; 

b. Automobile medical payment coverage; 

c. Supplemental to liability insurance; 

d. Designed solely to provide payments on a per diem basis, daily 
indemnity, or nonexpense-incurred basis; or 

e. Credit accident and health insurance. 
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2. Except in determining eligibility for the medicare savings programs, 
medical expenses for necessary medical or remedial care may be 
deducted only if each is: 

a. Documented in a manner which describes the service, the date of 
the service, the amount of the cost incurred, and the name of the 
service provider; 

b. Incurred by a member of a medicaid unit in the month for which 
eligibility is being determined, or was incurred in a prior month 
but was actually paid in the month for which eligibility is being 
determined and was not previously allowed as a deduction or offset 
of recipient liability, and was not previously applied to recipient 
liability; 

c. Provided by a medical practitioner licensed to furnish the care; 

d. Not subject to payment by any third party, including medicaid and 
medicare; 

e. Not incurred for nursing facility services, swing-bed services, or 
home and community-based services during a period of ineligibility 
determined under section 75-02-02.1-33.1 ; and 

f. Claimed. 

3. Reasonable expenses such as food and veterinarian expenses 
necessary to maintain a service animal that is trained to detect seizures 
for a member of the medicaid unit. 

4. Except for a support payment withheld from an extra check that is 
disregarded, nonvoluntary child and spousal support payments may 
be deducted if actually paid by a member of the medicaid unit. 

5. The cost of premiums for long-term care insurance carried by an 
individual or the individual's spouse may be deducted from income in 
the month the premium is paid or prorated and deducted from income 
the months for which the premium affords coverage. No premium 
deduction may be made in determining eligibility for the medicare 
savings programs. 

6. Reasonable child care expenses, not otherwise reimbursed, may be 
deducted to the extent necessary to permit a caretaker or a spouse to 
work or participate in training. Reasonable child care expenses do not 
include payments to parents to care for their own children. 

7. With respect to each individual in the medicaid unit who is employed 
or in training, but who is not aged, blind, or disabled, thirty dollars may 
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be deducted as a work or training allowance, but only if the individual's 
income is counted in the eligibility determination. 

8. Except in determining eligibility for the medicare savings programs, 
transportation expenses may be deducted if necessary to secure 
medical care provided for a member of the medicaid unit. 

9. Except in determining eligibility for the medicare savings programs, the 
cost of remedial care for an individual residing in a specialized facility, 
limited to the difference between the recipient's cost of care at the facility 
and the regular medically needy income level, may be deducted. 

10. A disregard of twenty dollars per month is deducted from any income, 
except income based on need, such as supplemental security income 
and need-based veterans' pensions. This deduction applies to all aged, 
blind, and disabled applicants or recipients, provided that: 

a. When more than one aged, blind, or disabled person lives together, 
no more than a total of twenty dollars may be deducted; 

b. When both earned and unearned income is available, this 
deduction must be made from unearned income; and 

c. When only earned income is available, this deduction must be 
made before deduction of sixty-five dollars plus one-half of the 
remaining monthly gross income made under subdivision b of 
subsection 13. 

11. Reasonable adult dependent eat' care expenses for an incapacitated 
or disabled adult member of the medicaid unit may be deducted to the 
extent necessary to permit a caretaker or a spouse to work or participate 
in training. 

12. The cost to purchase or rent a car safety seat for a child through age ten 
is allowed as a deduction if a seat is not otherwise reasonably available. 

13. The deductions described in this subsection may be allowed only on 
earned income. 

a. For all individuals except aged, blind, or disabled applicants or 
recipients, deduct: 

(1) Mandatory payroll deductions and union dues withheld , or 
ninety dollars, whichever is greater; 

(2) Mandatory retirement plan deductions; 

(3) Union dues actually paid; and 
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(4) Expenses of a nondisabled blind person, reasonably 
attributable to earning income. 

b. For all aged, blind, or disabled applicants or recipients, deduct 
sixty-five dollars plus one-half of the remaining monthly gross 
earned income, provided that, when more than one aged, blind, 
or disabled person lives together, no more than sixty-five dollars, 
plus one-half of the remaining combined earned income, may be 
deducted. 

14. A deduction may be made for the cost of services of an applicant's 
or recipient's guardian or conservator, up to a maximum equal to five 
percent of countable gross monthly income excluding nonrecurring 
lump sum payments. 

History: Effective December 1, 1991 ; amended effective December 1, 1991 ; 
July 1, 1993; July 1, 2003; June 1, 2004; April1 , 2008; January 1, 201 0; January 1, 
2011 : April 1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-06-16, 50-24.1-04 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.1-02 
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CHAPTER 75-02-02.2 

75-02-02.2-13.1. Income deductions. The following deductions must be 
subtracted from monthly income to determine adjusted gross income: 

1. For household members with countable earned income: 

a. Actual mandatory payroll deductions, including federal, state, or 
social security taxes or ninety dollars per month, whichever is 
greater; 

b. Mandatory retirement plan deductions; 

c. Union dues actually paid; and 

d. Expenses of a nondisabled blind person, reasonably attributable to 
earning income; 

2. Reasonable child care expenses, not otherwise reimbursed by third 
parties if necessary to engage in employment or training. Reasonable 
child care expenses do not include payments to parents to care for their 
own children; 

3. Except for a support payment withheld from an extra check that is 
disregarded, nonvoluntary child and spousal support payments if 
actually paid by a parent on behalf of an individual who is not a member 
of the household; 

4. With respect to each individual in the unit who is employed or in training, 
thirty dollars as a work or training allowance, but only if the individual's 
income is counted in the eligibility determination; 

5. The cost of premiums for health insurance may be deducted from 
income in the month the premium is paid or may be prorated and 
deducted from income in the months for which the premium affords 
coverage. This deduction applies primarily for premiums paid for health 
insurance coverage of members in the unit who are not eligible for this 
plan coverage. For eligible members, this deduction may be allowed if 
the health insurance coverage is not creditable coverage for hospital , 
medical, or major medical coverage; and 

6. The cost of medical expenses for necessary medical or remedial care 
for members of the unit who are not eligible for this plan coverage. 

History: Effective August 1, 2005; amended effective April1, 2008: April1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-29 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-29-02; 42 USC 1397aa et seq. 
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CHAPTER 75-02-10 
AID TO VULNERABLE AGED, BLIND, AND DISABLED INDIVIDUALS 

Section 
75-02-10-01 
75-02-10-02 
75-02-10-03 
75-02-10-04 
75-02-10-05 
75-02-10-06 
75-02-10-06.1 
75-02-10-07 
75-02-10-08 
75-02-10-09 
75-02-10-10 

Definitions 
Benefits Available Under This Chapter 
Application and Redetermination 
Applicant's or Guardian's Duty to Establish Eligibility 
Eligibility Criteria 
Functional Assessment 
Adaptive Assessment Services [Repealed] 
Decision and Notice 
Disqualifying Transfers 
Residency 
County Administration 

75-02-10-01. Definitions. Fef The terms used in this chapter have the 
same meaning as in North Dakota Century Code chapter 50-24.5. In addition. for 
purposes of this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise: 

1. "Activities of daily living" means bathing, dressing, toileting, transferring, 
eating, bed mobility, medication management, and personal hygiene. 

2. "Aged" meafls at least sixty five years of age. 

& "Basic care facility" means a residence, not licensed under North 
Dakota Century Code chapter 23-16 by the department, that provides 
room and board to five or more individuals who are not related by 
blood or marriage to the owner or manager of the residence and 
who, because of impaired capacity for independent living , require 
health, social, or personal care services, but do not require regular 
twenty-four-hour medical or nursing services and: 

a. Makes response staff available at all times to meet the 
twenty-four-hour per day scheduled and unscheduled needs 
of the individual; or 

b. Is kept, used, maintained, advertised, or held out to the public as 
an Alzheimer's, dementia, or special memory care facility. 

4:- "Biifld" .,as t.,e same meafliflg as t.,e term .,as w.,efl used by t.,e social 
security admiflistratiofl ifl t.,e supplemefltal security iflcome program 
Uflder title XVI of t.,e Social Security Aet (42 U.S.G. 1381 et seq.]. 

5-: "Coflgregate .,ousiflg" meafls .,ousiflg s.,ared by two or more ifldividuals 
flot related to eac., ot.,er w.,ic., is fiOt pro·o<ided ifl afl iflstitutiofl. 

&. .3... "Countable income" means gross income reduced by: 
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a. The cost of guardianship or conservatorship fees actually charged, 
but no more than five percent of monthly gross income; 

b. The cost of the medicare premium, but only if the individual 
is ineligible for medicare cost-sharing benefits described in 
subdivision a of subsection 19 of section 75-02-02.1-01 as a 
qualified medicare beneficiary or a special low-income medicare 
beneficiary; 

c. Court-ordered child support payments actually paid on behalf of a 
minor child who is not a member of the individual's medicaid unit; 
and 

d. For individuals receiving benefits provided under subsection 1 or 2 
of section 75-02-10-02: 

(1) In the month the individual enters the facility, the medically 
needy income level for a family of the size of the family in 
which the individual was a member at the beginning of the 
month; and 

(2) Sixty-five dollars plus one-half of the remaining monthly gross 
earned income. 

7-; "County agency" means the county social sef'lice board. 

8:- "Department" means the department of human sef'lices. 

9:- "Disabled" has the same meaning as the term has when used by the 
social security administration in the supplemental security income 
program under title XVI of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.G. 1381 
et seq.]. 

49:- "Eligible beneficiary" means a resident of this state who: 

a. (1) Is aged; or 

~ Is at least eighteen years of age and is disabled or blind; 

b;- Has applied for and is eligible to receive benefits under title XIX 
of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.G. 1396 et seq.], provided that 
an individual who was eligible to receive· benefits under title XVI 
of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.G. 1381 et seq.] and who was 
receiving benefits under title XVI before January 1, 1995, is not 
ineligible because that individual is not eligible to receive benefits 
under title XIX; 
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e:- Based OR a fuRetieRal assessmeRt, is Ret severely impaired iR aRy 
of the aethtities of daily li·tiflg of teiletiRg, traRsferriRg to or from a 
bed or chair, or eatiRg aRd: 

f4} Has health, welfare, or safety Reeds, iRcludiRg a Reed fer 
supervisieR or a structured eRvireRmeRt, which re~uires care 
ifl a liceRsed adult family fester care heme or a liceRsed basic 
care facility; or 

~ Is impaired ifl three efthe fellewiRg four iRstrumeRtal aeti·tities 
of daily liviRg: prepariRg meals, deiRg housework, takiRg 
mediciRe, aRd deiRg lauRdry; aRd 

d:- Is determiRed to be eligible pursuaRt to rules adopted by the 
departmeRt. 

4+. 4. "Gross income" includes any income at the disposal of an applicant, 
recipient, or responsible relative; any income with respect to which 
an applicant, recipient, or responsible relative has a legal interest in 
a liquidated sum and the legal ability to make the sum available for 
support or maintenance; or any income an applicant, recipient, or 
responsible relative has the lawful power to make available or to cause 
to be made available. It includes any income that would be applied 
in determining eligibility for benefits under chapter 75-02-02.1; any 
income, except occasional small gifts, that would be disregarded in 
determining eligibility for benefits under chapter 75-02-02.1; annuities, 
pensions, retirement, and disability benefits to which an applicant 
or recipient, or spouse of an applicant or recipient, may be entitled, 
including veterans' compensation and pensions of any type, old-age 
survivors, and disability insurance benefits; railroad retirement benefits; 
and unemployment compensation. 

42:- .5... "Institution" means aft establishmeRt that makes available some 
treatmeRt or services beyeRd feed or shelter to four or mere iRdi•tiduals 
who are Ret related to the proprietor a facility licensed under North 
Dakota Century Code chapter 23-09.3. 

43:- 6. "Instrumental activities of daily living" means activities to support 
independent living, including housekeeping, shopping, laundry, 
transportation, and meal preparation. 

*. 7. "Necessary benefits" means those benefits: 

a. Provided under this chapter; 

b. Identified by the department, or a county agency under the 
direction and supervision of the department, as appropriate to 
meet the needs of an applicant or recipient; and 
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c. Which, when provided in coordination and conjunction with benefits 
available from any other source, represent the means least costly 
to the department of meeting the needs of the applicant or recipient. 

45; "Proprietor" meaAs aA iAdividual respoAsible for day to day 
admiAistratioA aAd maAagemeAt of a facility. 

4&. "Related by blood or marriage to tt1e owAer or maAager" meaAs aA 
iAdi·tidual wt1o is a spouse or former spouse of tt1e ovmer or maAager or 
is a pareAt, steppareAt, graAdpareAt, stepgraAdpareAt, ct1ild, stepct1ild, 
graAdct1ild, stepgraAdct1ild, brott1er, sister, t1alf brott1er, t1alf sister, 
stepbrott1er, or stepsister of tt1e owAer or maAager or tt1e owAer or 
maAager's spouse or former spouse. 

47:- "Related to tt1e proprietor" meaAs aA iAdividual wt1o is a proprietor's 
spouse or former spouse, or a pareAt, steppareAt, graAdpareAt, 
stepgraAdpareAt, ct1ild, stepct1ild, graAdct1ild, stepgraAdct1ild, brott1er, 
sister, t1alf brott1er, t1alf sister, stepbrott1er, or stepsister of a proprietor 
or proprietor's spouse or former spouse. 

4&: "Remedial care" meaAs sef\·ices tt1at produce tt1e maximum reduetioA 
of aA eligible beAeficiary's pt1ysical or meAtal disability aAd tt1e 
restoratioA of aA eligible beAeficiary to tt1e beAeficiary's best possible 
fuAetioAal level. 

History: Effective May 1, 1995; amended effective January 1, 1997; June 1, 2002~ 
April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-06-16, 50-24.5-02(8) 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.5 

75-02-10-02. Benefits available under this chapter. To the extent that an 
eligible individual lacks income sufficient to meet the cost of necessary benefits, 
the following benefits are available: 

1. SupplemeAtatioA of tt1e iAcome of users of adult family foster care 
services; 

2:- Supplementation of the income of users of basic care services; 

& Homemaker services; 

4:- Gt1ore services; 

5:- Respite care; 

&. Home t1ealtt1 aide services; 

1-: 2. Case management; 
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& Family nome care; 

9:- Adaptive assessmeAt; aAd 

49:- ~ Other services the department determines to be essential and 
appropriate to sustain an individual in the individual's home and 
community, and to delay or prevent institutional care:-: and 

4. Room and board. which is limited to the rate set for services in that 
facility by the department. 

History: Effective May 1, 1995; amended effective June 1, 2002: Aprjl1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-06-16, 50-24.5-02(8) 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.5 

75-02-10-06.1. Adaptive assessment services. Adaptive assessmeAt 
services are a•o·ailable to aA iAdividual receiviAg services UAder seetioA 
75 02 10 02, except subseetioA 1 or 2, oAiy if the iAdhridual: Repealed effective 
April 1. 2012. 

+. Is eignteeA years of age or older; 

r. Seeks to eAhaAce iAdepeAdeAce aAd fuAetioAal capabilities resultiAg iA 
a direct beAefit of iAcreased performaAce of persoAal cares aAd routiAe 
AOUSeAO~tasks; aAd 

& Agrees to comply ·.vitn recommeAdatioAs of aA iAterdiscipliAary team 
regardiAg the use of adaptive de>o·ices, equipmeAt, or modifieatioAs to 
the iAdividual's surroUAdiAgS. 

History: Effective JaAUBf)' 1, 1997; ameAded effeeti·o·e JuRe 1, 2002. 
General Authority: NDCC 50 06 16, 50 24.5 02(8) 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50 24.5 
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CHAPTER 75-03-24 
EXPANDED SERVICE PAYMENTS FOR ELDERLY AND DISABLED 

Section 
75-03-24-01 
75-03-24-02 
75-03-24-03 
75-03-24-04 
75-03-24-05 
75-03-24-06 
75-03-24-07 

75-03-24-08 
75-03-24-09 
75-03-24-10 
75-03-24-11 

75-03-24-12 

Definitions 
Eligibility Criteria 
Eligibility Determination - Authorization of Services 
Application 
Applicant's or Guardian's Duty to Establish Eligibility 
Functional Assessment 
Services Covered Under the Ex-SPED Program -

Programmatic Criteria 
Residency 
Denial. Reduction, and Termination of Services- Appeal 
Payment Under the Ex-SPED Program 
Department to Recover Funds Upon Establishment of 

Noncompliance 
Administration 

75-03-24-01. Definitions. For purposes of this chapter. unless the context 
reguires otherwise: 

1.:. "Activities of daily living" means bathing. dressing. toileting, transferring. 
eating. bed mobility. medication management. and personal hygiene. 

2. "Blind" has the same meaning as the term has when used by the social 
security administration in the supplemental security income program 
under title XVI of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.C. 1381 et seg.]. 

3. "Department" means the department of human services. 

4. "Department's designee" means the county social service board. 

5. "Disabled" has the same meaning as the term has when used by the 
social security administration in the supplemental security income 
program under title XVI of the Social Security Act [42 U.S.C. 1381 
et seg.]. 

6. "Ex-SPED program pool" means the list maintained by the department 
which contains the names of clients for whom ex-SPED program 
funding is available when the clients' names are transferred from the 
ex-SPED program pool to ex-SPED program active status. 

7. "Institution" means an establishment that makes available some 
treatment or services beyond food or shelter to four or more individuals 
who are not related to the proprietor. 
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8. "Instrumental activities of daily living" means activities to support 
independent living. including housekeeping. shopping. laundry. 
transportation. and meal preparation. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-02. Eligibility criteria. An individual may receive necessary 
benefits under this chapter if the individual: 

.1.. Is a resident of this state: 

a. Sixty-five years of age or older: or 

b. Eighteen years of age or older and disabled or blind: 

~ Has applied for and been found eligible for medicaid benefits: 

4. Has countable income which does not exceed an amount equal to the 
cash benefit under title XVI of the Social Security Act [42 U.S. C. 1381 . 
et seq.]: and 

.5.... Based on a functional assessment made in accordance with this 
chapter. is not severely impaired in any of the activities of daily living of 
toileting. transferring to or from a bed or chair. or eating: and 

.a.,_ Has health. welfare. or safety needs. including a need for 
supervision or a structured environment: or 

.b... Is impaired in three of the following four instrumental activities of 
daily living: 

ill Preparing meals: 

.(21 Doing housework: 

.Q1 Taking medicine: and 

ffi Doing laundry. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-03. Eligibility determination - Authorization of services. 
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1.:. The department shall provide written notice to the department's 
designee of the effective date of the applicant's eligibility for services 
funded under the ex-SPED program. 

2. The department's designee is responsible for: 

a. Verifying that the person transferred to active status continues to 
meet the eligibility criteria for placement into the ex-SPED program 
pool: 

b. Developing a care plan: 

c. Authorizing covered services in accordance with department 
policies and procedures: and 

d. Assuring that other potential federal and third-party funding sources 
for similar services are sought first. 

~ An individual who is discharged from an inpatient hospital stay. skilled 
nursing facility. swing-bed facility. long-term care facility. or basic care 
facility or who has been off the ex-SPED program for fewer than 60 days. 
does not have to go through the ex-SPED program pool to receive 
services through the ex-SPED program provided the individual meets 
all eligibility criteria in section 75-03-24-02. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-04. Application. 

1.:. All individuals wishing to make application for benefits under this 
chapter must have the opportunity to do so, without delay. 

2. An application is a reguest made by an individual desiring benefits under 
this chapter. or by a proper individual seeking such benefits on behalf 
of another individual. to a department's designee. A proper individual 
means any individual of sufficient maturity and understanding to act 
responsibly on behalf of the applicant. 

3. An application consists of an application for services. which includes a 
functional assessment. 

4. Application forms must be signed by the applicant. an authorized 
representative. or. if the applicant is incompetent or incapacitated. 
someone acting responsibly for the applicant. 
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5. Information concerning eligibility requirements. available services. and 
the rights and responsibilities of applicants and recipients must be 
furnished to all who reguire it. 

.6.:. The date of application is the date an application. signed by an 
appropriate individual. is received by the department's designee. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-05. Applicant's or guardian's duty to establish eligibility. The 
applicant or guardian of the applicant shall provide information sufficient to establish 
eligibility for benefits. including a social security number and proof of age. identity. 
residence. blindness. disability. functional limitation. financial eligibility. and such 
other information as may be reguired by this chapter. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-06. Functional assessment . 

..1.. For purposes of this section. "functional assessment" means an 
instrument used to record basic demographic and medical information 
about an individual. including age. date of birth. spoken language. 
marital status. individuals residing with. emergency contacts. medical 
resources. health care coverage. and source and reason for referral : 
and to secure measurable information regarding: 

a. Physical health: 

b. Cognitive and emotional functioning : 

c. Activities of daily living: 

.d.:. Instrumental activities of daily living: 

e. Informal supports: 

f.. Need for twenty-four-hour supervision: 

9... Social participation: 

h. Physical environment: 

l... Financial resources: and 
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i. Other information about the individual's condition not recorded 
elsewhere. 

2. An initial functional assessment. using an appropriate form determined 
by the department. must be completed as a part of the application 
for benefits under this chapter. Eligibility redetermination must be 
completed at least biannually. 

3. A functional assessment must include an interview with the individual in 
the home where the individual resides. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-07. Services covered under the ex-SPED program -
Programmatic criteria. Room and board costs may not be paid in the ex-SPED 
service payment. The following categories of services are covered under the 
ex-SPED program and may be provided to a client: 

..t. The department may provide adult day care services to a client: 

a. Who requires assistance in activities of daily living or instrumental 
activities of daily living: 

b. Who is able to participate in group activities: and 

c. Who. if the client does not live alone. has a primary caregiver who 
will benefit from the temporary relief of caregiving. 

2. The department may provide adult family foster care. using a licensed 
adult family foster care provider. to a client eighteen years of age or 
older: 

a Who resides in a licensed adult family foster care home: 

b. Who requires care or supervision: 

c. Who would benefit from a family environment: and 

d. Whose required care does not exceed the capability of the foster 
care provider. 

3. The department may provide chore services to a client for one-time. 
intermittent. or occasional activities which would enable the client to 
remain in the home. Activities such as heavy housework and periodic 
cleaning. professional extermination. snow removal. and emergency 
response systems may be provided. Clients receiving emergency 
response services must be cognitively and physically capable of 
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activating the emergency response system. The activity must be the 
responsibility of the client and not the responsibility of the landlord. 

4. The department may provide environmental modification to a client: 

a. Who owns the home to be modified: 

Q.. When the modification will enable the client to complete the client's 
own personal care or to receive care and allow the client to safely 
stay in the home: 

c. When no alternative community resource is available: and 

.d... Limited to labor and materials for installing safety rails. 

Q.. The department may provide family home care services to a client: 

a. Who lives in the same residence as the care provider on a 
twenty-four-hour basis: 

b. Who agrees to the provision of services by the care provider: and 

c. Whose care provider meets the definition of a family member in 
North Dakota Century Code section 50-06.2-02 and is enrolled as 
a qualified service provider . 

.6.:. The department may provide homemaker services to a client who 
needs assistance with environmental maintenance activities including 
light housekeeping. laundry. meal planning and preparation. and 
shopping on an intermittent or occasional basis and who lives alone or 
with an adult who is unable or is not obligated to perform homemaking 
activities. The department may provide essential homemaking activities 
such as meal preparation if the adult not receiving care who resides 
in the home is unavailable due to employment. The department 
may provide shopping assistance only if at least one other activity 
is performed and no other shopping assistance is available through 
informal networks or other community providers. 

L Nonmedical transportation services may be provided to clients who 
are unable to provide their own transportation and need transportation 
to access essential community services such as grocery stores or 
pharmacies. "Nonmedical transportation services" are transportation 
services not related to the receipt of medical care. 

a_ The department may provide respite care services to a client in the 
client's home. in the provider's home. in a nursing home, in a swing-bed 
facility, in a basic care facility. or in a hospital. if: 
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a. The client has a full-time primary caregiver: 

Q.. The client needs a qualified caregiver or it would be inappropriate 
to use an unqualified caregiver in the absence of the primary 
caregiver: 

c. The primary caregiver's need for the relief is intermittent or 
occasional: and 

Q... The primary caregiver's need for relief is not due to the primary 
caregiver's employment or attendance at school as a part-time or 
full-time student. 

.9... The department may provide other services as the department 
determines appropriate. 

History: Effective April1 . 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 · 

75-03-24-08. Residency. For purposes of this chapter: 

.L An individual is a resident of this state if the individual is not living in an 
out-of-state institution and is living in this state: 

a. With intent to remain in this state permanently or for an indefinite 
period: or 

b. Without intent if the individual is incapable of stating intent. 

2. An individual who is a resident of this state is a resident of the county 
in which the individual is a resident for purposes of receipt of benefits 
under North Dakota Century Code chapter 50-01 . 

History: Effective April 1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-09. Denial. reduction. and termination of services -Appeal. 

.L The department's designee shall inform a person who is determined 
to be ineligible for covered services or who becomes ineligible while 
receiving services in writing of the denial. termination. or reduction . the 
reasons for the denial. termination, or reduction, the right to appeal. and 
the appeal process as provided in chapter 75-01-03. 

2. A client must receive ten calendar days' written notice before 
termination of services occurs. The ten-day notice is not required if: 
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a. The client enters a basic care facility or a nursing facility: 

b. The termination js due to changes in federal or state law: 

c. The client requests termination of services: or 

Q... The client moves from the service area . 

.3... An applicant denied services or a client terminated from services 
should be given an appropriate referral to other public or private service 
providers and should be assisted in finding other resources. 

4. For denial or termination of services. a review of the decision by the 
county social service board director or the director's designee may be 
requested. A request for review does not change the time within which 
the request for an appeal hearing must be filed under chapter 75-01-03 . 

.2.. The department shall deny or terminate ex-SPED program services 
when service to the client presents an immediate threat to the health or 
safety of the client. the provider of services, or others or when services 
that are available are not adequate to prevent a threat to the health or 
safety of the client. the provider of services, or others. Examples of 
health and safety threats include physical abuse of the provider by the 
client. client self-neglect. an unsafe living environment for the client. or 
contraindicated practices. like smoking while using oxygen. 

6. Errors made by public officials and delays caused by the actions of 
public officials do not create eligibility and may not form the basis for 
the award of any benefit to an adversely affected applicant or recipient 
who would not otherwise be eligible to receive that benefit. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-10. Payment under the ex-SPED program . 

.1.. Payment for ex-SPED services may only be made to an enrolled 
qualified service provider who meets the standards described in 
chapter 75-03-23. 

2. The department shall establish provider rates for home and 
community-based services in accordance with a procedure that 
factors in: 

a. Whether a provider is an individual or an agency: and 

b.:. The range of rates submitted by various providers. 
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3. The rate for a specific qualified service provider is established at the 
time the provider agreement is signed. 

~ The department shall grant a request for a rate decrease when the 
department receives a written request for the decrease from the 
qualified service provider. 

5. The department shall grant in full or in part. or shall deny. a request for 
a rate increase. when the department receives a written request for the 
rate increase from the qualified service provider. 

6. The department shall determine the maximum amount allowable per 
client each month for a specific service. 

7. The department shall establish the aggregate maximum amount 
allowable per client each month for all services . 

.a_ The department may grant approval to exceed the monthly service 
program maximum for a specific client who is only receiving ex-SPED 
funds if: 

a. The client has a special or unique circumstance: and 

b. The need for additional service program funds will not initially 
exceed three months. Under emergency conditions. the 
department may grant a one-time extension not to exceed an 
additional three months. 

~ The department's designee shall notify the client of the department's 
determination regarding the request to exceed the monthly service 
program maximum. If the department denies the request to exceed the 
monthly aggregate maximum. the department's designee shall inform 
the client in writing of the reason for the denial. the client's right to 
appeal. and the appeal process. as provided in chapter 75-01-03. 

10. The department will grant approval to exceed the monthly program 
maximum or service maximum for individuals receiving ex-SPED 
funds whose service units exceed the program caps as a result of the 
qualified service provider rate increase. This extension is limited to 
individuals who were receiving services prior to July 1. 2007. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-11. Department to recover funds upon establishment of 
noncompliance. A qualified service provider shall not submit a claim for payment 
or receive service payments for services that have not been delivered in accord 
with department policies and procedures. The department shall recover all 
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payments received by a qualified service provider who fails to deliver services in 
accord with the provider agreement or department policy and procedure. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 

75-03-24-12. Administration. The department's designee of the county 
where the applicant or recipient is living must be responsible for the administration 
of the program with respect to that applicant or recipient. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 50-24.7-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 50-24.7 
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TITLE 75.5 

BOARD OF SOCIAL WORK EXAMINERS 
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CHAPTER 75.5-02-01 

75.5-02-01-03. Definitions. As used in this title, unless the context or 
subject matter otherwise requires: 

1. "Clinical social work practice" means the professional application of 
social work theory aRd methods to the treatmeRt aRd ~re·teRtieR of 
~syeheseeial dysfuRetieR, disability, or im~airmeRt, iReludiRg emetieRal 
aRd meRtal disorders. It is based oR kRewledge of eRe or mere theories 
of humaR de·tele~meRt. GliRieal seeial work eeRsists of assessmeRt; 
diagResis; treatmeRt, iReludiRg iRdividual, eeu~le , family, aRd greu~ 
~syehethera~y or eeuRseliRg; elieRt eeRtered adveeaey; eeRsultatieR; 
e·taluatieR; aRd eliRieal su~ervisieR. The ~reeess of eliRieal seeial work 
is uRdertakeR 'tVithiR the ebjeeti·tes of seeial work aRd the ~riRei~les 
aRd values eeRtaiRed iR the seeial v.·erk eede of ethies as ade~ted 
by the beard of seeial work examiRers aRd set forth iR the North 
Dakota AdmiRistrative Cede. knowledge. methods. ethics. and the 
professional use of self to restore or enhance social. psychosocial, 
or biopsychosocial functioning of individuals, couples. families. and 
groups. The practice of clinical social work reguires specialized clinical 
knowledge and advanced clinical skills in the area of assessment 
diagnosis, and treatment of mental. emotional. and behavioral disorder, 
conditions. and addictions. Treatment methods include the provision of 
individual. marital. couple. family. and group psychotherapy. 

2. "Face-to-face supervision" means a direct, interactive, live exchange, 
either in person, by telephone, or by audio or audiovisual electronic 
device in either individual or group supervision. 

3. "Group supervision" means one supervisor and more than one 
supervisee, including health professionals in related professions. 
Group supervision is facilitated by the supervisor and involves an 
exchange among all group members. The size of the group shall be 
limited .to seven, including the supervisor. 
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4. "Individual supervision" means one supervisor and one supervisee. 

History: Effective February 1, 2004: amended effective Aprjl1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 43-41-09 
law Implemented: NDCC 43-41-04 
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CHAPTER 75.5-02-03 

75.5-02-03-04.1. Supervision of applicants for licensure as a licensed 
independent clinical social worker. 

1. The applicant for licensure as a licensed independent clinical social 
worker must submit a plan for supervision to the board's office prior to 
beginning the process of working toward licensed independent clinical 
social work status, to include the name of the proposed supervisor and 
a copy of the supervisor's license. Should the supervisor change, a new 
plan must be submitted to the board's office by the applicant. 

2. The applicants must participate in a minimum of one hundred fifty 
hours of face-to-face clinical supervision with a supervisor approved 
by the board. Not more than fifty hours of supervision may be group 
supervision. 

3. The applicant must maintain a record of supervision, including dates, 
time, and content of supervisory sessions, should the board request 
same for verification purposes. 

4. The applicant must complete and document a mrmmum of three 
thousand hours of supervised clinical social work experience during 
the four-year post-master's degree period. 

a:- Initial intakes, indb1idual, couple, family, and group tnerapy as 
well as crisis intervention ~t•titn assessment and stabilization are 
considered elinieal experience. 

IT. Related tasks included in elinieal experience would encompass 
tne provision and receipt of elinieal supervision and ease staffing, 
consultation related to tnerapy eases, and ease management and 
paperwork for tnerapy eases. 

e:- Case management aeti·tities and brief assessments completed as 
part of otner job respo.nsibilities, not clients in tnerapy, will not be 
considered elinieal experience. 

5. The clinical supervisor must: 

a. Evaluate the supervisee's knowledge and document minimal 
competencies in the areas of an identified theory base, application 
of a differential diagnosis, establishing and monitoring a treatment 
plan, development and appropriate use of the professional 
relationship, assessing the client for risk of imminent danger, and 
implementing a professional and ethical relationship with clients 
and colleagues. 
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b. Provide individual or group, or individual and group, face-to-face 
supervision. 

c. Maintain documentation of supervision, including date, time, and 
content of supervisory sessions. 

History: Effective February 1, 2004: amended effective April 1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 43-41-09 
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-41-09 

75.5-02-03-07. Continuing education requirements. 

1. A social work practitioner licensed in North Dakota must complete thirty 
approved continuing education contact hours for the two-year licensing 
period to maintain licensure in North Dakota. No more than ten hours 
may be completed by self-study or distance-learning methods. At least 
two hours must concern social work ethics. 

a. Fifteen approved continuing education hours are required if a social 
worker is initially licensed between January first and June thirtieth 
of the odd-numbered year. 

b. No continuing education hours are required if a social worker is 
initially licensed on or after July first of an odd-numbered year. 

c. Continuing education hours cannot be earned until after the license 
effective date and only within the current licensing period. 

d. Continuing education hours may only be applied to one licensing 
period. 

2. Board-approved continuing education course content must enhance the 
social worker's professional competence and relate to: 

a. Theories and concepts of human behavior and the social 
environment; 

b. Social work knowledge and skills; 

c. Social work research or practice evaluation; 

d. Social work ethics; or 

e. Cross-disciplinary courses directly relevant to social work practice 
or specialty. 

3. Approved continuing education may include: 
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a. Workshops, professional conferences, seminars, and educational 
programs or courses presented by providers approved by the 
board. The continuing education presented by approved providers 
must comply with subsection 2. 

b. Formal academic coursework. One semester credit hour class is 
equal to fifteen contact hours. 

c. Program presentation by licensee for which the licensee may 
receive hour-per-hour contact hours but only for one presentation 
of the same program. 

History: Effective April1 , 1998; amended effective February 1, 2004: April1 . 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 43-41-09 
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-41-09, 43-41-12 
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TITLE 92 

WORKFORCE SAFETY AND INSURANCE 
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CHAPTER 92-01-01 

92-01-01-01. Organization and functions of workforce safety and 
insurance. 

1. History. The Workmen's Compensation Act was passed in 1919 
and is codified as North Dakota Century Code title 65. The workers' 
compensation fund is an exclusive state fund which contracts with 
employers in this state to provide "no fault" insurance for workers 
injured in the course of employment. 

2. Workforce safety and insurance functions. The executive director 
and the executive director's staff in the executive office are responsible 
for the traditional management functions of planning, programming, 
budgeting, staffing, evaluating, and reviewing. Some aspects of each 
of these functions are delegated to department directors division chiefs 
and other managers department directors. 

3. Inquiries. Inquiries regarding functions of workforce safety and 
insurance may be directed to the executive director, or to the respective 
department. 

History: Amended effective February 1, 1982; October 1, 1983; August 1, 1987; 
October 1, 1987; January 1, 1992; January 1, 1994; December 1, 1996; October 1, 
1997; July 1, 2004: April 1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28 32 02.1 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 28 32 02.1 28-32-02 
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CHAPTER 92-01-02 
RULES OF PROCEDURE - NORTH DAKOTA WORKERS' 

COMPENSATION ACT 

Section 
92-01-02-01 
92-01-02-02 
92-01-02-02.1 
92-01-02-02.2 

92-01-02-02.3 
92-01-02-02.4 
92-01-02-03 
92-01-02-04 
92-01-02-05 
92-01-02-06 
92-01 -02-07 
92-01-02-08 
92-01-02-09 
92-01-02-10 
92-01-02-11 
92-01-02-11 .1 
92-01 -02-11 .2 
92-01-02-12 

92-01-02-13 
92-01-02-14 

92-01-02-15 
92-01 -02-16 
92-01-02-17 
92-01 -02-18 
92-01-02-18.1 

92-01-02-19 
92-01 -02-20 
92-01 -02-21 
92-01-02-22 
92-01 -02-22.1 
92-01 -02-22.2 
92-01-02-23 
92-01-02-23.1 
92-01-02-24 
92-01-02-25 
92-01-02-26 
92-01-02-27 
92-01-02-28 
92-01 -02-29 
92-01-02-29.1 

Definitions 
Claims - Forms [Repealed] 
Temporary Partial Disability Benefits 
Additional Twenty-Five Percent Rehabilitation Allowance 

Benefit Payment [Repealed] 
First Report of Injury 
Treating Doctor's Opinion 
Informal Hearing [Repealed) 
Rehearing - Formal Hearing [Repealed] 
Notice of Formal Hearing- Specification of Issues [Repealed] 
Evidence [Repealed] 
Subpoena - Depositions [Repealed] 
Information Not Presented at a Formal Hearing [Repealed] 
Decision [Repealed] 
Appeal [Repealed] 
Attorneys 
Attorney's Fees 
Attorney Time Statements 
Mileage and Per Diem for Travel to and From Medical 

Treatment 
Merger, Exchange, or Transfer of Business 
Procedure for Penalizing Employers Accounts for Failure to 

Pay Premium or Failure to Submit Payroll Reports 
Altering Payroll Reporting Periods for Employers 
Expiration Date Change 
Reporting Payroll for Perioc;j of Noncompliance 
Experience Rating System 
Application of Discount to Experience Rate for Employers 

Establishing Operations in This State 
Employer Relief After Third-Party Recovery 
Classification of Employments - Premium Rates 
Employee Staffing Arrangements [Repealed] 
Out-of-State Injuries 
Out-of-Country Injuries 
Out-of-State Coverage for Law Enforcement Training 
Installment Payment of Premiums 
Payment by Credit Card 
Rehabilitation Services 
Permanent Impairment Evaluations and Disputes 
Binding Arbitration [Repealed) 
Medical and Hospital Fees - Reimbursement Methods 
Health Care Advisory Board [Repealed] 
Medical Services - Definitions 
Medical Necessity 
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92-01-02-29.2 
92-01-02-29.3 
92-01-02-29.4 
92-01-02-30 
92-01-02-31 
92-01-02-32 
92-01-02-33 
92-01-02-34 

92-01-02-35 
92-01-02-36 
92-01-02-37 
92-01-02-38 
92-01-02-39 
92-01-02-40 
92-01-02-41 
92-01-02-42 
92-01-02-43 
92-01-02-44 
92-01-02-45 
92-01-02-45.1 
92-01-02-46 
92-01-02-47 
92-01-02-48 
92-01-02-49 
92-01-02-49.1 
92-01-02-50 
92-01-02-51 

92-01-02-51.1 
92-01 -02-51.2 
92-01-02-52 

92-01-02-53 

92-01-02-53.1 
92-01-02-54 
92-01-02-55 
92-01-02-56 
92-01-02-57 

Acceptance of Rules and Fees 
Motor Vehicle Purchase or Modification 
Home Modifications 
Medical Services 
Who May Be Reimbursed 
Physician Assistant and Nurse Practitioner Rules 
Utilization Review and Quality Assurance 
Treatment Requiring Authorization, Preservice Review, and 

Retrospective Review 
Determining Medically Stationary Status [Repealed] 
Elective Surgery [Repealed] 
Concurrent Care [Repealed] 
Changes of Doctors 
Hospitalization [Repealed] 
Palliative Care 
Independent Medical Examinations - Definitions 
Durable Medical Equipment [Repealed] 
Home Nursing Care 
Special Programs 
Organization Responsibilities 
Provider Responsibilities and Billings 
Medical Services Disputes 
Providers Performing Peer Review [Repealed] 
Elements of Filing 
Determination of Employment 
Determination of Employment Status 
Other States' Coverage 
Amnesty Period for Employers, Employees, and Providers 

[Repealed) 
Payment of Copies Requested by Subpoena 
Work Defined 
Procedure for Penalizing Delinquent Employer Accounts 

[Repealed] 
Workforce Safety and Insurance Scholarship Fund -

Application Criteria - Refund 
Vocational Rehabilitation Grant Program 
Deductible Programs 
Dividend Programs 
Retrospective Rating Program 
Medical Expense Assessments 

92-01-02-02.4. Treating doctor's opinion. When making findings of 
fact and conclusions of law in connection with an adjudicative proceeding, a 
hearing officer must affirm the organization's determination whether to give a 
treating doctor's opinion controlling weight under North Dakota Century Code 
section 65-05-08.3 if a reasoning mind reasonably could have decided that the 
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organization's determination was supported by the greater weight of the evidence 
from the entire record. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05-08.3 

92-01-02-11.1. Attorney's fees. Upon receipt of a certificate of program 
completion from the decision review office, fees for legal services provided 
by employees' attorneys and legal assistants working under the direction of 
employees' attorneys will be paid when an administrative order reducing or 
denying benefits is submitted to administrative hearing, district court, or supreme 
court and the employee prevails; or when a managed care decision is submitted 
to binding dispute resolution and the employee prevails subject to the following : 

1. The organization shall pay attorneys at one hundred tftff:ty thirty-five 
dollars per hour for all actual and reasonable time other than travel time. 
The organization shall pay attorney travel time at sixty-five dollars per 
hour. 

2. The organization may pay legal assistants and third-year law students 
or law school graduates who are not licensed attorneys who are 
practicing under the North Dakota senior practice rule acting under the 
supervision of employees' attorneys up to seventy dollars per hour for 
all actual and reasonable time other than travel time. The organization 
shall pay travel time at thirty-five dollars per hour. A "legal assistant" 
means any person with a bachelor's degree, associate's degree, or 
correspondence degree in a legal assistant or paralegal program from 
an accredited college or university or other accredited agency, or a 
legal assistant certified by the national association of legal assistants 
or the national federation of paralegal associations. The term may also 
include a person employed as a paralegal or legal assistant who has a 
bachelor's degree in any field and experience working as a paralegal 
or legal assistant. 

3. Total fees paid by the organization for all legal services in connection 
with a dispute regarding an administrative order may not exceed the 
following: 

a. Except for an initial determination of compensability, twenty percent 
of the additional amount awarded. 

b. Two thousand six hundred dollars, plus reasonable costs incurred, 
following issuance of an administrative order under North Dakota 
Century Code chapter 28-32 reducing or denying benefits, for 
services provided if a hearing request is resolved by settlement or 
amendment of the administrative order before the administrative 
hearing is held called to order. 
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c. Five thousand three hundred dollars, plus reasonable costs 
incurred, if the employee prevails after an e'o'identiary the hearing 
is held called to order by the administrative law judge. If the 
employee prevails after an e·~·identiary the hearing and u,e 
organization wholly rejects the recommended decision, and the 
employee organization appeals from the organization's final order, 
the organization shall pay attorney's fees at a rate of one hundred 
twenty-five percent of the maximum fees specified in subdivisions d 
and e when the employee prevails on appeal, as defined by North 
Dakota Century Code section 65-02-08, to the district court or 
to the supreme court. However, the organization may not pay 
attorney's fees if the employee prevails at the district court but the 
organization prevails at the supreme court in the same appeal. 

d. Five thousand nine hundred dollars, plus reasonable costs 
incurred, if the employee's district court appeal is settled prior to 
submission of briefs. Seven thousand nine hundred dollars, plus 
reasonable costs incurred, if the employee prevails after hearing 
by the district court. 

e. Nine thousand six hundred dollars, plus reasonable costs 
incurred, if the employee's North Dakota supreme court appeal is 
settled prior to hearing. Ten thousand four hundred dollars, plus 
reasonable costs incurred, if the employee prevails after hearing 
by the supreme court. 

f. One thousand five hundred dollars, plus reasonable costs incurred, 
if the employee requests binding dispute resolution and prevails. 

g. Should a settlement or order amendment offered during the ORO 
process be accepted after the ORO certificate of completion has 
been issued, no attorney's fees are payable. This contemplates 
not only identical offers and order amendments but those which 
are substantially similar. 

4. The maximum fees specified in subdivisions b, c, d, and e of 
subsection 3 include all fees paid by the organization to one or 
more attorneys, legal assistants, law students, and law graduates 
representing the employee in connection with the same dispute 
regarding an administrative order at all stages in the proceedings. A 
"dispute regarding an administrative order" includes all proceedings 
subsequent to an administrative order, including hearing, judicial 
appeal, remand, an order resulting from remand, and multiple matters 
or proceedings consolidated or considered in a single proceeding. 

5. All time must be recorded in increments of no more than six minutes 
(one-tenth of an hour). 
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6. If the organization is obligated to pay the employee's attorney's fees, 
the attorney shall submit to the organization a final statement upon 
resolution of the matter. All statements must show the name of the 
employee, claim number, date of the statement, the issue, date of each 
service or charge, itemization and a reasonable description of the legal 
work performed for each service or charge, time and amount billed for 
each item, and total time and amounts billed. The employee's attorney 
must sign the fee statement. The organization may deny fees and costs 
that are determined to be excessive or frivolous. 

7. The following costs will be reimbursed: 

a. Actual postage, if postage exceeds three dollars per parcel. 

b. Actual toll charges for long-distance telephone calls. 

c. Copying charges, at eight cents per page. 

d. Mileage and other expenses for reasonable and necessary travel. 
Mileage and other travel expenses, including per diem, must be 
paid in the amounts that are paid state officials as provided by 
North Dakota Century Code sections 44-08-04 and 54-06-09. 
Out-of-state travel expenses may be reimbursed only if approval 
for such travel is given, in advance, by the organization. 

e. Other reasonable and necessary costs, not to exceed one hundred 
fifty dollars. Other costs in excess of one hundred fifty dollars 
may be reimbursed only upon agreement, in advance, by the 
organization. Costs for typing and clerical or office services will 
not be reimbursed. 

8. The following costs will not be reimbursed: 

a. Facsimile charges. 

b. Express mail. 

c. Additional copies of transcripts. 

d. Costs incurred to obtain medical records. 

e. On-line Online computer-assisted legal research. 

f. Copy charges for documents provided by the organization. 
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The organization shall reimburse court reporters for mileage and other expenses, 
for reasonable and necessary travel, in the amounts that are paid state officials as 
provided by North Dakota Century Code sections 44-08-04 and 54-06-09. 

History: Effective June 1, 1990; amended effective November 1, 1991; January 1, 
1994; January 1, 1996; May 1, 2000; May 1, 2002; July 1, 2004; July 1, 2006; 
April 1, 2008; April 1, 2009; July 1, 2010: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-15 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-15, 65-10-03 

92-01-02-12. Mileage and per diem for travel to and from medical 
treatment. Workforce safety and insurance recognizes payment for travel to and 
from medical treatment as a reasonable and necessary medical expense. These 
expenses will be paid according to North Dakota Century Code section 65-05-28, 
except that reimbursement for out-of-state lodging may not exceed one hundred 
twenty-five percent of the allowance for in-state lodging. The amount of miles 
actually traveled is rebuttably presumed to be the least amount of miles listed by 
MapQuest at www.mapguest.com between the start and end points of travel. 

History: Effective August 1, 1988; amended effective April 1, 1997; July 1, 201 0~ 
April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-05-28 

92-01-02-24. Rehabilitation services. 

1. When an employment opportunity suited to an employee's education, 
experience, and marketable skills is identified within thirty-five miles 
[56.33 kilometers] from the employee's home, the appropriate priority 
option must be identified as return to related occupation in the local job 
pool under subdivision e of subsection 4 of North Dakota Century Code 
section 65-05.1-01, and relocation expense under subsection 3 of North 
Dakota Century Code section 65-05.1-06.1 may not be paid. 

2. The organization may award services to move an employee's 
household where the employee has actually located work under 
subdivision e of subsection 2 of North Dakota Century Code section 
65-05.1-06.1 only when the employee identifies the job the employee 
will perform, the employee's employer, and the employee's destination. 
A relocation award must be the actual cost of moving the household 
to the location where work has been obtained. A minimum of two bids 
detailing the costs of relocation must be submitted to the organization 
for approval prior to incurring the cost. The organization shall pay 
per diem expenses, as set forth under subsection 2 of North Dakota 
Century Code section 65-05-28, for the employee only. Reimbursement 
for mileage expenses may not be paid for more than one motor vehicle. 

3. When the rehabilitation award is for retraining , the organization shall 
pay the actual cost of books, tuition, and school supplies required 
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by the school. The school must provide documentation of the costs 
necessary for completion of the program in which the employee is 
enrolled. Reimbursable school costs may not exceed those charged 
to other students participating in the same program. The award for 
school supplies may not exceed twenty-five dollars per quarter or thirty 
dollars per semester unless the employee obtains prior approval of 
the organization by showing that the expenses are reasonable and 
necessary. A rehabilitation award for retraining may include tutoring 
assistance to employees who require tutoring to maintain a passing 
grade. Payment of tutoring services will be authorized when these 
services are not available as part of the training program. The award 
for tutoring services may not exceed the usual and customary rate 
established by the school. Expenses such as association dues or 
subscriptions may be reimbursed only if that expense is a course 
requirement. 

4. An award for retraining which includes an additional rehabilitation 
allowance as provided in subdivision b of subsection 2 of North Dakota 
Century Code section 65-05.1-06.1 may continue only while the 
employee is actually enrolled or participating in the training program. 

5. An award of a specified number of weeks of training means training must 
be completed during the specified period of weeks, and rehabilitation 
benefits may be paid only for the specified number of weeks of training. 

6. The organization may reimburse an employee's travel and personal 
expenses for attendance at an adult learning center or skill 
enhancement program at the request of the employee and upon 
the approval of the organization. All claims for reimbursement must be 
supported by the original vendor receipt. when appropriate. and must 
be submitted within one year of the date the expense was incurred. 
The organization shall reimburse these expenses at the rates in effect 
on the date of travel or the date the expense was incurred at which 
state employees are paid per diem and mileage, or reimburse the 
actual cost of meals and lodging plus mileage, whichever is less. 
The calculation for reimbursement for travel by motor vehicle must be 
calculated using miles actually and necessarily traveled. The amount 
of miles actually traveled is rebuttably presumed to be the least amount 
of miles listed by MapQuest at www.mapguest.com between the start 
and end points of travel. The organization may not reimburse mileage 
or travel expenses when the distance traveled is less than fifty miles 
[80.47 kilometers] one way, unless the total mileage in a calendar 
month equals or exceeds two hundred miles [321.87 kilometers]. 

History: Effective November 1, 1991; amended effective January 1, 1996; April 1, 
1997; February 1, 1998; May 1, 2002; July 1, 2006; July 1, 2010: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05.1 
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92-01-02-25. Permanent impairment evaluations and disputes. 

1. Definitions: 

a. Amputations and loss as used in subsection 11 of North Dakota 
Century Code section 65-05-12.2. 

"Amputation of a thumb" means disarticulation at the metacarpal 
phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the second or distal phalanx of the thumb" means 
disarticulation at or proximal to the interphalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the first finger" means disarticulation at the 
metacarpal phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the middle or second phalanx of the first finger" 
means disarticulation at or proximal to the proximal interphalangeal 
joint. 

"Amputation of the third or distal phalanx of the first finger" means 
disarticulation at or proximal to the distal interphalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the second finger" means disarticulation at the 
metacarpal phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the middle or second phalanx of the second finger" 
means disarticulation at or proximal to the proximal interphalangeal 
joint. 

"Amputation of the third or distal phalanx of the second finger" 
means disarticulation at or proximal to the distal interphalangeal 
joint. 

"Amputation of the third finger" means disarticulation at the 
metacarpal phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the middle or second phalanx of the third finger" 
means disarticulation at or proximal to the proximal interphalangeal 
joint. 

"Amputation of the fourth finger" means disartriculation at the 
metacarpal phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the middle or second phalanx of the fourth finger" 
means disarticulation at or proximal to the proximal interphalangeal 
joint. 
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"Amputation of the leg at the hip" means disarticulation at or distal 
to the hip joint (separation of the head of the femur from the 
acetabulum). 

"Amputation of the leg at or above the knee" means disarticulation 
at or proximal to the knee joint (separation of the femur from the 
tibia). 

"Amputation of the leg at or above the ankle" means disarticulation 
at or proximal to the ankle joint (separation of the tibia from the 
talus). 

"Amputation of a great toe" means disarticulation at the metatarsal 
phalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of the second or distal phalanx of the great toe" means 
disarticulation at or proximal to the interphalangeal joint. 

"Amputation of any other toe" means disarticulation at the 
metatarsal phalangeal joint. 

"Loss of an eye" means enucleation of the eye. 

b. "Maximum medical improvement" means the injured employee's 
recovery has progressed to the point where substantial further 
improvement is unlikely, based on reasonable medical probability 
and clinical findings indicate the medical condition is stable. 

c. "Medical dispute" means an employee has reached maximum 
medical improvement in connection with a work injury and 
has been evaluated for permanent impairment, and there is a 
disagreement between doctors arising from the physical evaluation 
that affects the amount of the award. The dispute to be reviewed 
must clearly summarize the underlying medical condition. It does 
not include disputes regarding proper interpretation or application 
of the American medical association guides to the evaluation of 
permanent impairment, fiftft sixth edition. 

d. "Potentially eligible for an impairment award" means the medical 
evidence in the claim file indicates an injured employee has 
reached maximum medical improvement and has a permanent 
impairment caused by the work injury that will likely result in a 
monetary impairment award. 

e. "Treating doctor" means a doctor of medicine or osteopathy, 
chiropractor, dentist, optometrist, podiatrist, or psychologist acting 
within the scope of the doctor's license who has physically 
examined or provided direct care or treatment to the injured 
employee. 
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2. Permanent impairment evaluations must be performed in accordance 
with the American medical association guides to the evaluation of 
permanent impairment, fifth sixth edition, and modified by this section. 
All permanent impairment reports must include the opinion of the doctor 
on the cause of the impairment and must contain an apportionment if 
the impairment is caused by both work-related and non-work-related 
injuries or conditions. 

3. The organization shall establish a list of medical specialists who have 
the training and experience necessary to conduct an evaluation of 
permanent impairment and apply the American medical association 
guides to the evaluation of permanent impairment, fifth .sOOb. edition. 
When an employee requests an evaluation of impairment, the 
organization shall schedule an evaluation with a pRysician doctor from 
the list. The organization may not schedule a permanent impairment 
evaluation with the employee's treating doctor. The organization and 
employee may agree to an evaluation by a pRysician doctor not on 
the current list. In the event of a medical dispute, the organization 
will identify qualified specialists and submit all objective medical 
documentation regarding the dispute to specialists who have the 
knowledge, training, and experience in the application of the American 
medical association guides to the evaluation of permanent impairment, 
fifth .sOOb. edition. To the extent more than one pRysician doctor is 
identified, the organization will consult with the employee before 
appointment of the pRysician doctor. 

4. Upon receiving a permanent impairment rating report from the doctor, 
the organization shall audit the report and shall issue a decision 
awarding or denying permanent impairment benefits. 

a. Pain impairment ratings. A permanent impairment award may not 
be made upon a rating solely under chapter 4-8 ~ of the guides 
wRen tRere is no accompanying rating under tRe con·tentional 
organ and body system ratings of impairment. In addition, no 
rating for pain may be awarded wRen tRe evaluating pRysician 
determines tRe individual being rated Ras low credibility, WRen tRe 
indi·tidual's pain is ambiguous or tRe diagnosis is a controversial 
pain syndrome. A controversial pain syndrome is a syndrome 
tRat is not widely accepted by pRysieians and does not Rave a 
vtell defined patRopRysiologic basis sixth edition. 

tr. An e·taluating pRysician qualified in application of tRe guides 
to determine permanent impairment sRall conduct an informal 
pain assessment and evaluate tRe indi·tidual under tRe guide's 
con·tentional rating system according to tRe body part or organ 
system specific to tRat person's impairment. If tRe body system 
impairment rating adequately encompasses tRe pain, no furtRer 
assessment may be done. 
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e: If the pain related impairment increases the burden of the 
indhridual's condition slightly, the e·taluating physician may 
increase the percentage attributable to pain by up to three percent 
and, using the combined values chart of the fifth edition, calculate 
a combined o·terall impairment rating. 

6-:- If the pain related impairment increases the burden of the 
individual's condition substantially, the evaluating physician shall 
conduct a formal pain assessment using tables 18-4, 18 5, and 
18 6 ofthe guides and calculate a score using table 18 7. 

e:- The score from table 18 7 correlates to an impairment classification 
found in table 18 3. 

f: If the score falls ·within classifications tvto, three, or four of table 
18 3, the evaluating physician must determine 'tVhether the pain is 
ratable or unratable. 

~ To determine whether the pain is ratable or unratable, the 
evaluating physician must answer the three ~uestions in this 
section. If the ans·ft'er to all three of the following ~uestions is yes, 
the evaluating physician should consider the pain ratable. If any 
~uestion is answered no, the pain is unratable. 

Do the indhridual's symptoms or physical findings, or both, 
match any known medical condition? 

Is the individual's presentation typical of the diagnosed 
condition? 

Is the diagnosed condition one that is widely accepted by 
physicians as having a ·n·ell defined pathophysiologic basis? 

fl:- If the pain is unratable, no percentage may be assigned to the 
impairment. 

t:- If the pain is ratable, the e·taluating physician shall classify the 
indi~·idual into one of the categories in table 18 3 and, using the 
combined ~·alues chart of the fifth edition, calculate a combined 
overall impairment rating. 

j-: The impairment percentages assigned to table 18 3 are: 

ffl Glass 1, mild: one to three percent. 

{2} Class 2, moderate: four to fi·te percent. 

{at Glass 3, moderately severe: six to seven percent. 
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f4} Class 4, severe: eignt to nine percent. 

5: Q.. Permanent mental Mental and behavioral disorder impairment 
ratings. 

a-: Any evaluating pnysician doctor determining permanent mental or 
behavioral disorder impairment per chapter 14 of the sixth edition 
shall:- include a written summary of the mental evaluation in the 
evaluation report. 

ffl Include in tne rating only tnose mental or benavioral disorder 
impairments not likely to improve despite medical treatment; 

{21 Use tne instructions contained in tne American medical 
association guides to tne evaluation of permanent 
impairment, fiftn edition, giving specific attention to: 

~ Gnapter 13, "central and peripneral nero·ous system"; 
and 

(b} Cnapter 14, "mental and benavioral disorders"; and 

{at Complete a full psycniatric assessment follow·ing tne 
principles of tne American medical association guides 
to tne evaluation of permanent impairment, fiftn edition, 
including: 

~ A nationally accepted and 'll'alidated psycniatric 
diagnosis made according to establisned standards of 
tne American psycniatric association as contemplated 
by tne American medical association guides to tne 
e·o·aluation of permanent impairment, fiftn edition; and 

(b} A complete nistory of tne impairment, associated 
stressors, treatment, attempts at renabilitation , 
and premorbid nistory and a determination of 
apportionment. 

lT. If tne permanent impairment is due to organic deficits of tne 
brain and results in disturbances of complex integrated cerebral 
function, emotional disturbance, or consciousness disturbance, 
tnen cnapter 13, "central and peripneral nervous system", must be 
consulted and may be used, wnen appropriate, witn cnapter 14, 
"mental and bena·.rioral disorders". Tne same permanent 
impairment may not be rated in botn sections. Tne purpose 
is to rate tne o·.rerall functioning, not eacn specific diagnosis. 

c. Tne o·.rerall permanent impairment rating for depression or anxiety, 
or botn, must be based upon objective psycnological test results, 
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utilizing the following accepted procedures and tests. In chapters 
that include assessment of the functional history as one of the 
nonkey factors to adjust the final impairment rating within a class 
by using a self-report tool. the examining doctor is to score the 
self-report tool and assess results for consistency and credibility 
before adjusting the impairment rating higher or lower than the 
default value. The evaluating doctor must provide rationale for 
deciding that functional test results are clinically consistent and 
credible. 

ffl Two or more symptom ·;;alidity tests shall be conducted. lfthe 
evaluator determines good effort is not demonstrated on one 
or both of the symptom validity tests, no impairment rating is 
reported. 

{2} If chronic pain is rated, the pain patient profile (P3) and either 
the MMPI 2 or the MMPI 2 RF may be administered. 

tat Upon determination of the le·;;el of depression and/or 
anxiety through objective valid psychological test results, the 
evaluating physician shall classify the indi·;;idual into one of 
the categories in table 14 1 ofthe guides. 

The levels of permanent mental impairment percentages 
assigned to table 14 1 are: 

Percent Gategory 

e% Glass 1. No impairment 

1 15% Glass 2. Mild permanent impairment 

16 25% Glass 3. Moderate permanent 
impairment 

26 50% Glass 4. Marked permanent 
impairment 

51 100% Glass 5. Extreme permanent 
impairment 

f4'} The permanent impairment report must include a written 
summary of the mental evaluation. 

d. If other work related permanent impairment exists, a combined 
vthole body permanent impairment rating may be determined. A 
functional history grade modifier may be applied only to the single. 
highest diagnosis-based impairment. 

e. All permanent impairment reports must include an apportionment 
if the impairment is caused by both work and non-work injuries or 
conditions. 
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&. 5. Errata sheets and guides updates. Any updates, additions, or revisions 
by the editors of the fifth sixth edition of the guides to the evaluation 
of permanent impairment as of April 1, 2e4G 2012, are adopted as an 
update, addition, or revision by the organization. 

History: Effective November 1, 1991; amended effective January 1, 1996; April 1, 
1997; May 1, 1998; May 1, 2000; May 1, 2002; July 1, 2004; July 1, 2006; April 1, 
2009; July 1, 2010: Aprjl1, 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05-12.2 

92-01-02-29.1. Medical necessity. 

1. A medical service or supply necessary to diagnose or treat a 
compensable injury, which is appropriate to the location of service, is 
medically necessary if it is widely accepted by the practicing peer group 
and has been determined to be safe and effective based on published, 
peer-reviewed, scientific studies. 

2. Services that present a hazard in excess of the expected medical 
benefits are not medically necessary. Services that are controversial, 
obsolete, experimental, or investigative are not reimbursable unless 
specifically preapproved or authorized by the organization. Requests 
for authorization must contain a description of the treatment and the 
expected benefits and results of the treatment. 

3. The organization will not authorize or pay for the following treatment: 

a. Massage therapy or acupuncture unless specifically preapproved 
or otherwise authorized by the organization. Massage therapy 
must be provided by a licensed physical therapist, licensed 
occupational therapist, licensed chiropractor, or licensed massage 
therapist. 

b. Chemonucleolysis; acupressure; reflexology; rolfing ; injections 
of colchicine except to treat an attack of gout precipitated by 
a compensable injury; injections of chymopapain; injections of 
fibrosing or sclerosing agents except where varicose veins are 
secondary to a compensable injury; and injections of substances 
other than cortisone, anesthetic, or contrast into the subarachnoid 
space (intrathecal injections). 

c. Treatment to improve or maintain general health (i.e. , prescriptions 
or injections of vitamins, nutritional supplements, diet and weight 
loss programs, programs to quit smoking) unless specifically 
preapproved or otherwise authorized by the organization. 
Over-the-counter medications may be allowed in lieu of 
prescription medications when approved by the organization and 
prescribed by the attending doctor. Dietary supplements, including 
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minerals, vitamins, and amino acids are reimbursable if a specific 
compensable dietary deficiency has been clinically established in 
the claimant. Vitamin B-12 injections are reimbursable if necessary 
because of a malabsorption resulting from a compensable 
gastrointestinal disorder. 

d. Articles such as beds, hot tubs, chairs, Jacuzzis, vibrators, heating 
pads, home furnishings, waterbeds, exercise equipment, cold 
packs, and gravity traction devices are not compensable except at 
the discretion of the organization under exceptional circumstances. 

e. Vertebral axial decompression therapy (Vax-0 treatment). 

f. lntradiscal electrothermal annuloplasty (IDET). 

g. Prolotherapy (sclerotherapy) . 

.!:1. Surface electromyography (surface EMG). 

i.. Athletic trainer services that are provided to a claimant via an 
agreement. or a contract of employment between a trainer and 
a claimant's employer. or an entity closely associated with the 
employer. 

History: Effective January 1, 1994; amended effective October 1, 1998; January 1, 
2000; May 1, 2002; July 1, 2004; July 1, 2006; April 1, 2008; April 1, 2009; July 1, 
2010; April1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-20, 65-05-07 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-20, 65-05-07 

92-01-02-29.3. Motor vehicle purchase or modification. 

1. An injured worker must obtain a doctor's order of medical necessity 
before the purchase of a specially equipped motor vehicle or 
modification of a vehicle may be approved. 

2. The organization may require assessments to determine the functional 
levels of an injured worker who is being considered for a specially 
equipped motor vehicle or vehicle modification and to determine what 
modifications are medically necessary. 

3. If an existing vehicle cannot be repaired or modified, the organization, 
in its sole discretion, may approve the purchase of a specially equipped 
motor vehicle. 

4. A minimum of two itemized cost quotes may be requested by the 
organization. The organization may decrease or add the number of 
cost quotes needed accordingly. 
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5. Actual vehicle or modification purchase may not occur until the 
organization reviews the request and issues recommendations or 
decisions as to whether eligible for the benefit. 

§... Cost quotes must be itemized. 

L Any available vehicle rebates or tax exemptions shall be applied back 
to the lifetime benefit of one hundred thousand dollars. 

5:- .8... Any appeal of a decision under this section shall be adjudicated 
pursuant to North Dakota Century Code section 65-02-20. 

History: Effective April 1, 2009: amended effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05-07(5)(b) 

92-01-02-29.4. Home modifications . 

.1.. An injured worker must obtain a doctor's order of medical necessity 
before the payment for home modifications can be approved. 

2... The organization may require assessments to determine the functional 
levels of an injured worker who is being considered for home 
modifications and to determine what modifications are medically 
necessary. 

3. A minimum of two itemized cost guotes may be requested by the 
organization. The organization may decrease or add the number of 
cost guotes needed accordingly. 

4. Actual construction or modification cannot occur until the organization 
reviews the request and issues recommendations or decisions as to 
eligibility for the benefit. 

5. Cost quotes must be itemized. 

6. Payment by the organization may not occur until the modification work 
is completed. or at least. completed in documented phases or at the 
discretion of the organization. 

7. The organization may request that the contractor for proposed home 
modification be in good standing (example: licensed in the state. 
bonded. etc.) 
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8. Real estate modifications to driveways. sidewalks. or passageways may 
only be approved if evidence supports that those routes are needed to 
provide safe passageway for the injured worker. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05-07 

92-01-02-33. Utilization review and quality assurance. The organization 
has instituted a program of utilization review and quality assurance to monitor and 
control the use of health care services. 

1. Prior authorization for services must be obtained from the organization 
or its managed care vendor at least twenty-four hours or the next 
business day in advance of providing certain medical treatment, 
equipment, or supplies. Medical services requiring prior authorization 
or preservice review are outlined in section 92-01-02-34. Emergency 
medical services may be provided without prior authorization, but 
notification is required within twenty-four hours of, or by the end of 
the next business day following , initiation of emergency treatment. 
Reimbursement may be withheld, or recovery of prior payments 
made, if utilization review does not confirm the medical necessity of 
emergency medical services. 

2. Documentation of the need for and efficacy of continued medical care 
by the medical service provider is required at the direction or request of 
the organization or the managed care vendor while a claim is open. 

3. The organization may require second opinion consultations prior to the 
authorization of reimbursement for surgery and for conservative care 
which extends past sixty days following the initial visit. 

4. The organization may require preoperative psychosocial screens and 
psychological evaluations prior to the authorization of reimbursement 
for surgery. The organization may select the evaluators who will perform 
the screens and evaluations. 

5. The organization may use the Official Disability Guidelines, the 
American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine's 
Occupational Medicine Practice Guidelines, Guide to Physical Therapy 
Practice, The Medical Disability Advisor, Diagnosis and Treatment for 
Physicians and Therapists Upper Extremity Rehabilitation, Treatment 
Guidelines of the American Society of Hand Therapists, or any other 
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treatment and disability guidelines or standards it deems appropriate 
to administer claims. 

History: Effective January 1, 1994; amended effective October 1, 1998; January 1, 
2000; July 1, 2006: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-20, 65-05-07 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-20, 65-05-07 

92-01-02-34. Treatment requiring authorization, preservice review, and 
retrospective review. 

1. Certain treatment procedures require prior authorization or preservice 
review by the organization or its managed care vendor. Requests for 
authorization or preservice review must include a statement of the 
condition diagnosed; their relationship to the compensable injury; the 
medical documentation supporting medical necessity, an outline of the 
proposed treatment program, its length and components, and expected 
prognosis. 

2. Requesting prior authorization or preservice review is the responsibility 
of the medical service provider who provides or prescribes a service for 
which prior authorization or preservice review is required. 

3. Medical service providers shall request prior authorization directly from 
the claims analyst for the items listed in this subsection. The claims 
analyst shall respond to requests within fourteen days. 

a. Durable medical equipment. 

(1) The organization will pay rental fees for equipment if the need 
for the equipment is for a short period of treatment during 
the acute phase of a compensable work injury. The claims 
analyst shall grant or deny authorization for reimbursement 
of equipment based on whether the claimant is eligible 
for coverage and whether the equipment prescribed is 
appropriate and medically necessary for treatment of the 
compensable injury. Rental extending beyond thirty days 
requires prior authorization from the claims analyst. If the 
equipment is needed on a long-term basis, the organization 
may purchase the equipment. The claims analyst shall base 
its decision to purchase the equipment on a comparison of 
the projected rental costs of the equipment to its purchase 
price. The organization shall purchase the equipment from 
the most cost-efficient source. 

(2) The claims analyst will authorize and pay for prosthetics 
and orthotics as needed by the claimant because of 
a compensable work injury when substantiated by the 
attending doctor. lfthose items are furnished by the attending 
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doctor or another provider, the organization will reimburse 
the doctor or the provider pursuant to its fee schedule. 
Providers and doctors shall supply the organization with a 
copy of their original invoice showing actual cost of the item 
upon request of the organization. The organization will repair 
or replace originally provided damaged, broken, or worn-out 
prosthetics, orthotics, or special equipment devices upon 
documentation from the attending doctor that replacement 
or repair is needed. Prior authorization for replacements is 
required. 

(3) If submitted charges for supplies and implants exceed the 
usual and customary rates, charges will be reimbursed at the 
provider's purchase invoice plus twenty percent. 

(4) Equipment costing less than five hundred dollars does not 
require prior authorization. This includes crutches, cervical 
collars, lumbar and rib belts, and other commonly used 
orthotics, but specifically excludes tens units. 

@ An injured worker must obtain a doctor's order of medical 
necessity before the purchase of a mobility assistance 
device . 

.@ The organization may require assessments to determine the 
functional levels of an injured worker who is being considered 
for a mobility assistance device. 

b. Biofeedback programs; pain clinics; psychotherapy; physical 
rehabilitation programs, including health club memberships and 
work hardening programs; chronic pain management programs; 
and other programs designed to treat special problems. 

c. Concurrent care. In some cases, treatment by more than one 
medical service provider may be allowed. The claims analyst 
will consider concurrent treatment when the accepted conditions 
resulting from the injury involve more than one system or require 
specialty or multidisciplinary care. When requesting consideration 
for concurrent treatment, the attending doctor must provide the 
claims analyst with the name, address, discipline, and specialty 
of all other medical service providers assisting in the treatment 
of the claimant and with an outline of their responsibility in the 
case and an estimate of how long concurrent care is needed. 
When concurrent treatment is allowed, the organization will 
recognize one primary attending doctor, who is responsible for 
prescribing all medications if the primary attending doctor is a 
physician authorized to prescribe medications; directing the overall 
treatment program; providing copies of all reports and other data 
received from the involved medical service providers; and, in 
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time loss cases, providing adequate certification evidence of the 
claimant's ability to perform work. The claims analyst will approve 
concurrent care on a case-by-case basis. Except for emergency 
services, all treatments must be authorized by the claimant's 
attending doctor to be reimbursable. 

d. Telemedicine. The organization may pay for audio and video 
telecommunications instead of a face-to-face "hands on" 
appointment for the following appointments: office or other 
outpatient visits that fall within CPT codes 99241 through 99275, 
inclusive; new and established evaluation and management 
visits that fall within CPT codes 99201 through 99215, inclusive; 
individual psychotherapy visits that fall within CPT codes 90804 
through 90809, inclusive; and pharmacologic management visits 
that fall within CPT code 90862. As a condition of payment, the 
patient must be present and participating in the telemedicine 
appointment. The professional fee payable is equal to the fee 
schedule amount for the service provided. The organization may 
pay the originating site a facility fee, not to exceed twenty dollars. 

4. Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection 5, the organization may 
designate certain exemptions from preservice review requirements in 
conjunction with programs designed to ensure the ongoing evolution of 
managed care to meet the needs of injured workers and providers. 

5. Medical service providers shall request preservice review from the 
utilization review department for: 

a. All nonemergent inpatient hospital admissions or nonemergent 
inpatient surgery and outpatient surgical procedures. For an 
inpatient stay that exceeds fourteen days, the provider shall 
request, on or before the fifteenth day, additional review of medical 
necessity for a continued stay. 

b. All nonemergent major surgery. When the attending doctor or 
consulting doctor believes elective surgery is needed to treat 
a compensable injury, the attending doctor or the consulting 
doctor with the approval of the attending doctor, shall give the 
utilization review department actual notice at least twenty-four 
hours prior to the proposed surgery. Notice must give the medical 
information that substantiates the need for surgery, an estimate 
of the surgical date and the postsurgical recovery period, and the 
hospital where surgery is to be performed. When elective surgery 
is recommended, the utilization review department may require 
an independent consultation with a doctor of the organization's 
choice. The organization shall notify the doctor who requested 
approval of the elective surgery, whether or not a consultation is 
desired. When requested, the consultation must be completed 
within thirty days after notice to the attending doctor. Within seven 
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days of the consultation, the organization shall notify the surgeon 
of the consultant's findings. If the attending doctor and consultant 
disagree about the need for surgery, the organization may request 
a third independent opinion pursuant to North Dakota Century 
Code section 65-05-28. If, after reviewing the third opinion, 
the organization believes the proposed surgery is excessive, 
inappropriate, or ineffective and the organization cannot resolve 
the dispute with the attending doctor, the requesting doctor may 
request binding dispute resolution in accordance with section 
92-01-02-46. 

c. Magnetic resonance imaging, a myelogram, discogram, bonescan, 
arthrogram, or computed axial tomography. Tomograms are 
subject to preservice review if requested in conjunction with a 
myelogram, discogram, bonescan, arthrogram, computed axial 
tomography scan, or magnetic resonance imaging. Computed 
axial tomography completed within thirty days from the date 
of injury may be performed without prior authorization. The 
organization may waive preservice review requirements for 
procedures listed in this subdivision when requested by a doctor 
who is performing an independent medical examination or 
permanent partial impairment evaluation at the request of the 
organization. 

d. Physical therapy and occupational therapy treatment beyond the 
first ten treatments or beyond tftffiy sixty days after first prescribed, 
whichever occurs first, or physical therapy and occupational 
therapy treatment after an inpatient surgery, outpatient surgery, 
or ambulatory surgery beyond the first ten treatments or beyond 
tftffiy .§OOy days after therapy services are originally prescribed, 
whichever occurs first. Postoperative physical therapy and 
occupational therapy may not be started beyond ninety days 
after surgery date. The organization may waive this requirement 
in conjunction with programs designed to ensure the ongoing 
evolution of managed care to meet the needs of injured claimants 
or providers. Modalities for outpatient physical therapy services 
and outpatient occupational therapy services are limited to two 
per visit during the sixty-day or ten-treatment ranges set out in this 
subsection. 

e. Electrodiagnostic studies, 't'tAieA may only be performed by 
electromyographers who are certified or eligible for certification by 
the American board of electrodiagnostic medicine, American board 
of physical medicine and rehabilitation, or the American board of 
neurology and psychiatry's certification in the specialty of clinical 
neurophysiology. Nerve conduction study reports must include 
either laboratory reference values or literature-documented normal 
values in addition to the test values. 
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f. Thermography. 

g. Intra-articular injection of hyaluronic acid. 

h. Trigger point injections if more than three injections are required in 
a two-month period. No more than twenty injections may be paid 
over the life of a claim. If a trigger point injection is administered, 
the organization may not pay for additional modalities such 
as cryotherapy and osteopathic manipulations performed in 
conjunction with the trigger point injection. For purposes of th is 
paragraph, injections billed under CPT code 20552 or 20553 will 
count as a single injection. Only injections administered on or 
after May 1, 2002, will be applied toward the maximum number of 
injections allowed under this subdivision. 

i. Facet joint injections. 

j . Sacroiliac joint injections. 

k. Facet nerve blocks. 

I. Epidural steroid injections. 

m. Nerve root blocks. 

n. Peripheral nerve blocks. 

0 . Botox injections. 

p. Stellate ganglion blocks. 

q. Cryoablation. 

r. Radio frequency lesioning. 

s. Facet rhizotomy. 

t. Implantation of stimulators and pumps. 

6. Chiropractic providers shall request preservice review from the 
organization's chiropractic managed care vendor for chiropractic 
treatment beyond the first twelve treatments or beyond ninety days 
after the first treatment, whichever occurs first. The evaluation to 
determine a treatment plan is not subject to review. The organization 
may waive this subsection in conjunction with programs designed to 
ensure the ongoing evolution of managed care to meet the needs of 
injured claimants or providers. Modalities for chiropractic services are 
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limited to two per visit during the ninety-day or twelve-treatment ranges 
set out in this subsection. 

7. Concurrent review of emergency admissions is required within 
twenty-four hours, or the next business day, of emergency admission. 

8. The organization may designate those diagnostic and surgical 
procedures that can be performed in other than a hospital inpatient 
setting. 

9. The organization or managed care vendor must respond to the medical 
service provider within t\venty..four hours, or the next three business 
day; days of receiving the necessary information to complete a review 
and make a recommendation on the service, unless the organization 
or managed care vendor re~uires a review by the organization's 
medical director. If a re·.riew by the medical director is performed, 
the organization or the managed care vendor must respond to the 
pro\·ider's re~uest within se\·enty t\vo hours of recei·.ring the necessary 
information. Within the time for review, the organization or managed 
care vendor must recommend approval or denial of the request, request 
additional information, request the claimant obtain a second opinion, 
or request an examination by the claimant's doctor. A recommendation 
to deny medical services must specify the reason for the denial. 

10. The organization may conduct retrospective reviews of medical services 
and subsequently reimburse medical providers only: 

a. If preservice review or prior authorization of a medical service 
is requested by a provider and a claimant's claim status in the 
adjudication process is pending or closed; or 

b. If preservice review or prior authorization of a medical service 
is not requested by a provider and the provider can prove, by 
a preponderance of the evidence, that the injured employee 
did not inform the provider, and the provider did not know, that 
the condition was, or likely would be, covered under workers' 
compensation. 

All medical service providers are required to cooperate with the 
managed care vendor for retrospective review and are required to 
provide, without additional charge to the organization or the managed 
care vendor, the medical information requested in relation to the 
reviewed service. 

11. The organization must notify provider associations of the review 
requirements of this section prior to the effective date of these rules. 
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12. The organization must respond to the medical service provider within 
thirty days of receiving a retrospective review request. 

History: Effective January 1, 1994; amended effective October 1, 1998; January 1, 
2000; May 1, 2002; March 1, 2003; July 1, 2004; July 1, 2006; April1 , 2008; April1 , 
2009; July 1, 2010: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-20, 65-05-07 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-20, 65-05-07 

92-01-02-45.1. Provider responsibilities and billings. 

1. A provider may not submit a charge for a service which exceeds the 
amount the provider charges for the same service in cases unrelated to 
workers' compensation injuries. 

2. All bills must be fully itemized, including ICD-9-CM codes, and services 
must be identified by code numbers found in the fee schedules or 
as provided in these rules. The definitions of commonality in the 
guidelines found in the current procedural terminology must be used 
as guides governing the descriptions of services, except as provided 
in the fee schedules or in these rules. All bills must be submitted to 
the organization within one year of the date of service or within one 
year of the date the organization accepts liability for the work injury or 
condition. 

3. All medical service providers shall submit bills referring to one claim 
only for medical services on current form UB 04 or form CMS 1500, 
except for dental billings which must be submitted on American dental 
association J510 dental claim forms and pharmacy billings which must 
be submitted electronically to the organization's pharmacy managed 
care vendor using the current pharmacy transaction standard. Bills and 
reports must include: 

a. The claimant's full name and address; 

b. The claimant's claim number and social security number; 

c. Date and nature of injury; 

d. Area of body treated, including ICD-9-CM code identifying right or 
left, as appropriate; 

e. Date of service; 

f. Name and address of facility where the service was rendered ; 

g. Name of medical service provider providing the service; 
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h. Physician's or supplier's billing name, address, zip code, telephone 
number; physician's unique physician identification number (UPIN) 
or national provider identifier (NPI), or both; physician assistant's 
North Dakota state license or certification number; . physical 
therapist's North Dakota state license number; advanced practice 
registered nurse's UPIN or NPI, or both, or North Dakota state 
license number; 

i. Referring or ordering physician's UPIN or NPI, or both; 

j. Type of service; 

k. Appropriate procedure code or hospital revenue code; 

I. Description of service; 

m. Charge for each service; 

n. Units of service; 

0. If dental, tooth numbers; 

p. Total bill charge; 

q. Name of medical service provider providing service along with the 
provider's tax identification number; and 

r. Date of bills. 

4. All records submitted by providers, including notes, except those 
provided by an emergency room physician and those on forms 
provided by the organization, must be typed to ensure that they are 
legible and reproducible. Copies of office or progress notes are 
required for all followup visits. Office notes are not acceptable in lieu 
of requested narrative reports. Communications may not refer to more 
than one claim. Addendums and late entries to notes or reports must 
be signed and must include the date they were created. Addendums or 
late entries to notes or reports created more than sixty calendar days 
after the date of service may be accepted at the organization's sole 
discretion. 

5. Providers shall submit with each bill a copy of medical records or reports 
which substantiate the nature and necessity of a service being billed and 
its relationship to the work injury, including the level, type, and extent of 
the service provided to claimants. Documentation required includes: 

a. Laboratory and pathology reports; 
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b. X-ray findings; 

c. Operative reports; 

d. Office notes, physical therapy, and occupational therapy progress 
notes; 

e. Consultation reports; 

f. History, physical examination, and discharge summaries; 

g. Special diagnostic study reports; and 

h. Special or other requested narrative reports. 

6. When a provider submits a bill to the organization for medical services, 
the provider shall submit a copy of the bill to the claimant to whom the 
services were provided. The copy must be stamped or printed with a 
legend that clearly indicates that it is a copy and is not to be paid by the 
claimant. 

7. If the provider does not submit records with a bill, and still does not 
provide those records upon reque~t of the organization, the charges for 
which records were not supplied may not be paid by the organization, 
unless the provider submits the records before the decision denying 
payment of those charges becomes final. The provider may also be 
liable for the penalty provided in subsection 6 of North Dakota Century 
Code section 65-05-07. 

8. Disputes arising out of reduced or denied reimbursement are handled 
in accordance with section 92-01-02-46. In all cases of accepted 
compensable injury or illness under the jurisdiction of the workers' 
compensation law, a provider may not pursue payment from a claimant 
for treatment, equipment, or products unless a claimant desires to 
receive them and has accepted responsibility for payment, or unless 
the payment for the treatment was denied because: 

a. The claimant sought treatment from that provider for conditions not 
related to the compensable injury or illness. 

b. The claimant sought treatment from that provider which was 
not prescribed by the claimant's attending doctor. This includes 
ongoing treatment by the provider who is a nonattending doctor. 

c. The claimant sought palliative care from that provider not 
compensable under section 92-01-02-40 after the claimant was 
provided notice that the palliative care service is not compensable. 
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d. The claimant sought treatment from that provider after being 
notified that the treatment sought from that provider has been 
determined to be unscientific, unproven, outmoded, investigative, 
or experimental. 

e. The claimant did not follow the requirements of subsection 1 of 
North Dakota Century Code section 65-05-28 regarding change 
of doctors before seeking treatment of the work injury from the 
provider requesting payment for that treatment. 

f. The claimant is subject to North Dakota Century Code section 
65-05-28.2, and the provider requesting payment is not a preferred 
provider and has not been approved as an alternative provider 
under subsection 2, 3, or 4 of North Dakota Century Code section 
65-05-28.2. 

9. A medical service provider may not bill for services not provided to 
a claimant and may not bill multiple charges for the same service. 
Rebilling must indicate that the charges have been previously billed. 

10. Pursuant to North Dakota Century Code section 65-05-33, a medical 
service provider may not submit false or fraudulent billings. 

11. Only one office visit designation may be used at a time except for those 
code numbers relating specifically to additional time. 

12. When a claimant is seen initially in an emergency department and 
is admitted subsequently to the hospital for inpatient treatment, the 
services provided immediately prior to the admission are part of the 
inpatient treatment. 

13. Hot and cold pack as a modality will be considered as a bundled charge 
and will not be separately reimbursed. 

44:- Limit of tvto modalities per visit for outpatient physical therapy sef\·ices, 
outpatient occupational therapy services, and chiropractic 'tisit. 

45:- 14. When a medical service provider is asked to review records or reports 
prepared by another medical service provider, the provider shall bill 
review of the records using CPT code 99080 with a descriptor of "record 
review". The billing must include the actual time spent reviewing the 
records or reports and must list the medical service provider's normal 
hourly rate for the review. 

4&. 15. When there is a dispute over the amount of a bill or the necessity of 
services rendered, the organization shall pay the undisputed portion 
of the bill and provide specific reasons for nonpayment or reduction of 
each medical service code. 
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47:- 16. If medical documentation outlines that a non-work-related condition 
is being treated concurrently with the compensable injury and that 
condition has no effect on the compensable injury, the organization 
may reduce the charges submitted for treatment. In addition, the 
attending doctor must notify the organization immediately and submit: 

a. A description or diagnosis of the non-work-related condition. 

b. A description of the treatment being rendered. 

c. The effect, if any, of the non-work-related condition on the 
compensable injury. 

The attending doctor shall include a thorough explanation of how the 
non-work-related condition affects the compensable injury when the 
doctor requests authorization to treat the non-work-related condition. 
Temporary treatment of a non-work-related condition may be allowed, 
upon prior approval by the organization, provided the condition directly 
delays recovery of the compensable injury. The organization may not 
approve or pay for treatment for a known preexisting non-work-related 
condition for which the claimant was receiving treatment prior to the 
occurrence of the compensable injury, which is not delaying recovery 
of the compensable injury. The organization may not pay for treatment 
of a non-work-related condition when it no longer exerts any influence 
upon the compensable injury. When treatment of a non-work-related 
condition is being rendered, the attending doctor shall submit reports 
monthly outlining the effect of treatment on both the non-work-related 
condition and the compensable injury. 

48:- 17. In cases of questionable liability when the organization has not rendered 
a decision on compensability, the provider has billed the claimant or 
other insurance, and the claim is subsequently allowed, the provider 
shall refund the claimant or other insurer in full and bill the organization 
for services rendered. 

49:- 18. The organization may not pay for the cost of duplicating records when 
covering the treatment received by the claimant. If the organization 
requests records in addition to those listed in subsection 5 or records 
prior to the date of injury, the organization shall pay a minimum charge 
of five dollars for five or fewer pages and the minimum charge of five 
dollars for the first five pages plus thirty-five cents per page for every 
page after the first five pages. 

*. 19. The provider shall assign the correct approved billing code for the 
service rendered using the appropriate provider group designation. 
Bills received without codes will be returned to the provider. 

*. 20. Billing codes must be found in the most recent edition of the physician's 
current procedural terminology; health care financing administration 
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common procedure coding system; code on dental procedures and 
nomenclature maintained by the American dental association; or any 
other code listed in the fee schedules. 

2r. 21 . A provider shall comply within thirty calendar days with the 
organization's request for copies of existing medical data concerning 
the services provided, the patient's condition, the plan of treatment, 
and other issues pertaining to the organization's determination of 
compensability, medical necessity, or excessiveness or the organization 
may refuse payment for services provided by that provider. 

2-3:- 22. A provider may not bill a claimant a fee for the difference between 
the maximum allowable fee set forth in the organization's fee schedule 
and usual and customary charges, or bill the claimant any other fee in 
addition to the fee paid, or to be paid, by the organization for individual 
treatments, equipment, and products. 

History: Effective January 1, 1994; amended effective April 1, 1996; October 1, 
1998; January 1, 2000; May 1, 2002; April 1, 2008; July 1, 2010: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08, 65-02-20, 65-05-07 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-20, 65-05-07, 65-05-28.2 

92-01-02-49. Determination of employment. 

1. Any service performed for another for remuneration under any 
agreement or contract of hire express or implied is presumed to be 
employment unless it is shown that the individual performing the 
service is an independent contractor as determined by the "common 
law" test. 

a. An employment relationship exists when the person for whom 
services are performed has the right to control and direct the 
individual person who performs the services, not only as to the 
result to be accomplished by the work but also as to the details and 
means by which that result is accomplished. It is not necessary 
that the employer actually direct or control the manner in which the 
services are performed; it is sufficient if the employer has the right 
to do so. The right to discharge is a significant factor indicating 
that the person possessing that right is an employer. The right to 
terminate a contract before completion to prevent and minimize 
damages for a potential breach or actual breach of contract 
does not, by itself, establish an employment relationship. Other 
factors indicating an employer-employee relationship, although 
not necessarily present in every case, are the furnishing of tools 
and the furnishing of a place to work to the person who performs 
the services. The fact that the contract must be performed at a 
specific location such as building site, does not, by itself, constitute 
furnishing a place to work if the nature of the work to be done 
precludes a separate site or is the customary practice in the 
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industry. If a person is subject to the control or direction of another 
merely as to the result to be accomplished by the work and not as 
to the means and methods for accomplishing the result, the person 
will likely be an independent contractor. A person performing 
services as an independent contractor is not as to such services 
an employee. Persons such as physicians, lawyers, dentists, 
veterinarians, public stenographers, and auctioneers, engaged 
in the pursuit of an independent trade, business, or profession, 
in which they offer their services to the public, are independent 
contractors and not employees. 

b. In determining whether a person is an independent contractor or 
an employee under the "common law" test, the following twenty 
factors are to be considered: 

(1) Instructions. A person who is required to comply with other 
persons' instructions about when, where, and how the 
person is to work is ordinarily an employee. This control 
factor is present if the person or persons for whom the 
services are performed have the right to require compliance 
with instructions. 

(2) Training. Training a person by requiring an experienced 
employee to work with the person, by corresponding with the 
person, by requiring the person to attend meetings, or by 
using other methods, indicates that the person or persons 
for whom the services are performed want the services 
performed in a particular method or manner. 

(3) Integration. Integration of the person's services into the 
business operations generally shows that the person 
is subject to direction and control. When the success or 
continuation of a business depends to an appreciable degree 
upon the performance of certain services, the persons who 
perform those services must necessarily be subject to a 
certain amount of control by the owner of the business. 

(4) Services rendered personally. If the services must be 
rendered personally, presumably the person or persons 
for whom the services are performed are interested in the 
methods used to accomplish the work as well as in the 
results. 

(5) Hiring, supervising, and paying assistants. If the person or 
persons for whom the services are performed hire, supervise, 
and pay assistants, that factor generally shows control over 
the persons on the job. However, if one person hires, 
supervises, and pays the other assistants pursuant to a 
contract under which the person agrees to provide materials 
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and labor and under which the person is responsible only for 
the attainment of a result, this factor indicates an independent 
contractor status. 

(6) Continuing relationship. A continuing relationship between 
the person and the person or persons for whom the 
services are performed indicates that an employer-employee 
relationship exists. A continuing relationship may exist when 
work is performed at frequently recurring although irregular 
intervals. 

(7) Set hours of work. The establishment of set hours of work by 
the person or persons for whom the services are performed 
is a factor indicating control. 

(8) Full time required. If the person must devote substantially full 
time to the business of the person or persons for whom the 
services are performed, such person or persons have control 
over the amount of time the person is able to do other gainful 
work. An independent contractor, on the other hand, is free 
to work when and for whom the person chooses. 

(9) Doing work on the premises of the person or persons for 
whom the services are performed. If the work is performed on 
the premises of the person or persons for whom the services 
are performed, that factor suggests control over the person, 
especially if the work could be done elsewhere. Work done off 
the premises of the person or persons receiving the services, 
such as at the office of the worker, indicates some freedom 
from control. This fact by itself does not mean that the person 
is not an employee. The importance of this factor depends 
on the nature of the service involved and the extent to which 
an employer generally would require that employees perform 
such service on the employer's premises. Control over the 
place of work is indicated when the person or persons for 
whom the services are performed have the right to compel 
the worker to travel a designated route, to canvass a territory 
within a certain time, or to work at specific places as required. 

(1 0) Order or sequence set. If a person must perform services 
in the order or sequence set by the person or persons for 
whom the services are performed, that factor shows that the 
person is not free to follow the person's own pattern of work 
but must follow the established routines and schedules of 
the person or persons for whom the services are performed. 
Often, because of the nature of an occupation, the person 
or persons for whom the services are performed do not set 
the order of the services or set the order infrequently. It is 
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sufficient to show control, however, if such person or persons 
retain the right to do so. 

( 11) Oral or written reports. A requirement that the person submit 
regular or written reports to the person or persons for whom 
the services are performed indicates control. By contract, 
however, parties can agree that services are to be performed 
by certain dates and the persons performing those services 
can be required to report as to the status of the services being 
performed so that the person for whom the services are being 
performed can coordinate other contracts that person may 
have which are required in the successful total completion of 
a particular project. 

(12) Payment by hour, week, month. Payment by the hour, week, 
or month indicates an employer-employee relationship, 
provided that this method of payment is not just a convenient 
way of paying a lump sum agreed upon as the cost of a 
job. Payment made by the job or on a straight commission 
generally indicates that the worker is an independent 
contractor. 

(13) Payment of business or traveling expenses, or both. If the 
person or persons for whom the services are performed 
ordinarily pay the person's business or traveling expenses, 
or both, the person is an employee. An employer, to be able 
to control expenses, generally retains the right to regulate 
and direct the person's business activities. 

(14) Furnishing of tools and materials. If the person or persons 
for whom the services are performed furnished significant 
tools, materials, and other equipment, it is an indication an 
employer-employee relationship exists. 

(15) Significant investment. If the person invests in facil ities 
that are used by the person in performing services and 
are not typically maintained by employees (such as the 
maintenance of an office rented at fair value from an 
unrelated party), or if the person invests in other business 
expenses (such as equipment and supplies. vehicles. liability 
insurance. advertising. or other promotion of services). that 
factor tends to indicate that the person is an independent 
contractor. Lack of investment in facilities expenses relative 
to the performance of services indicates dependence 
on the person or persons for whom the services are 
performed for such facilities and indicates the existence of 
an employer-employee relationship. 
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( 16) Realization of profit or loss. A person who may realize a 
profit or suffer a loss as a result of the person's services (in 
addition to the profit or loss ordinarily realized by employees) 
is generally an independent contractor, but the person who 
cannot is an employee. If the person is subject to a risk 
of economic loss due to significant investment or a bona 
fide liability for expenses, that indicates that the person is 
an independent contractor. The risk that a person will not 
receive payment for services, however, is common to both 
independent contractors and employees and thus does not 
constitute a sufficient economic risk to support a finding of an 
independent contractor. 

(17) Working for more than one firm at a time. If a person 
performs services under multiple contracts for unrelated 
persons or firms at the same time, that generally indicates 
that the person is an independent contractor. A person who 
performs services for more than one person may be an 
employee for each of the persons, especially when such 
persons are part of the same service arrangement. 

(18) Making service available to general public. If a person makes 
the person's services available to the general public on a 
regular and consistent basis that indicates an independent 
contractor relationship. 

(19) Right to dismissal. The right to dismiss a person indicates 
that the person is an employee and the person possessing 
the right is an employer. An employer exercises control 
through the right of dismissal, which causes the person to 
obey the employer's instruction. An independent contractor, 
on the other hand, cannot be fired without liability for breach 
of contract so long as the independent contractor produces 
a result that meets the contract specifications. 

(20) Right to terminate. If either person has the right to end 
the relationship with the person for whom the services are 
performed at any time the person wishes without incurring 
liability, that indicates an employer-employee relationship. 
If a contract can be terminated by the mutual agreement 
of the parties before its completion or by one of the parties 
to the contract before its completion to prevent a further 
breach of contract or to minimize damages, that indicates an 
independent contractor relationship. 
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2. The factors described in paragraphs 3, 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20 of 
subdivision b of subsection 1 must be given more weight in determining 
whether an employer-employee relationship exists. 

History: Effective January 1, 1994; amended effective January 1, 2007: April 1. 
2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-01-03 

92-01-02-53.1. Vocational rehabilitation grant program. The 
organization may award grants to entities to promote injured workers' skill 
upgrading. remedial education. and optimal transition into the labor force. To 
be eligible. entities must submit proposals that identify a vocational need and 
explain how the entity intends to meet it within a suggested period of time. When 
determining awards. the organization shall consider the validity of the identified 
need, a proposal's cost-effectiveness and its general impact on vocational services 
for injured workers. The awarding of grants rests within the discretion of the 
organization. Upon reguest. entities that are awarded grants must report to the 
organization regarding the use and efficacy of a grant with as much specificity 
as the organization reasonably reguires. In event that grant is not used for the 
purposes for which it was awarded or an entity is nonresponsive to reasonable 
reguests for reports, an entity may be reguired to repay the grant and the 
organization may pursue repayment by civil action. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-05.1-08(3) 

92-01-02-56. Retrospective rating program. The organization and 
an employer may elect to contract for a retrospective rating program. Under 
a retrospective rating program, the employer's retrospective rating premium is 
calculated using factors including claims costs and actual standard premium and 
basic premium factors. The organization shall calculate basic premium factors for 
each level of premium and maximum employer liability. 

Retrospective rating contracts may provide for the calculation of employer or 
organization interest credits and debits pertaining to claims payments, deposits, 
or premium balances. 

1. Eligibility. Eligibility for participation in a retrospective rating program 
is based on the financial stability and resources of the employer. 
Participating employers must be in good standing with the organization. 

The organization may require participating employers to submit to a 
financial audit performed to ensure financial stability. The audit may 
include a credit check and review of company financial reports. 

The organization shall analyze each proposed contract based on risk 
analysis and sound business practices. The organization may refuse 
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a retrospective rating program if it is determined that the proposed 
contract does not represent a sound business practice or decision. 

Past participation in a retrospective rating program does not guarantee 
continued eligibility. The organization may decline renewal of any 
retrospective rating program. 

2. Retrospective rating program. A participating employer chooses 
one maximum liability limit per account retrospective rated period. The 
retrospective rating program applies to the account's entire premium 
period. The retrospective rating program option is based on aggregate 
claims costs for all claims for injury or death occurring in the contract 
year. 

3. Claim payment. The organization shall process and pay claims in 
accordance with North Dakota Century Code title 65. If a third-party 
recovery on a claim is made, the organization's subrogation interest 
must first be applied to the amounts paid on the claim by the 
organization. If the subrogation recovery reduces the retrospective 
premium, the organization shall provide a refund to the employer. 

4. Premium payment. Premium is due at policy inception. 

5. Financial security. The organization may require an employer to 
provide a bond, letter of credit, or other security approved by the 
organization to guarantee payment of future employer obligations 
incurred by a retrospective rating contract. The amount of the security 
may not exceed the initial nonpaid portion of the maximum possible 
retrospective premium. 

History: Effective May 1, 2000; amended effective May 1, 2002; July 1, 2004; 
July 1, 2006; April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-04-17.1 
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CHAPTER 92-01-03 

92-01-03-04. Procedure for dispute resolution. 

1. A claimant may contact the office for assistance at any time. The 
claimant shall contact the office to request assistance with a dispute 
arising from an order within thirty days of the date of service of the 
order. The claimant may also contact the office for assistance when a 
claim has been constructively denied or when a vocational consultant's 
report is issued. A claimant must make an initial request in writing for 
assistance with an order, a constructively denied claim, or a vocational 
consultant's report. 

2. In an attempt to resolve the dispute, the decision review specialist 
may contact any interested parties. After oral or written contact has 
been made with the appropriate interested parties, the decision review 
specialist will attempt to accomplish a mutually agreeable resolution of 
the dispute between the organization and the claimant. The decision 
review specialist may facilitate the discussion of the dispute but may 
not modify a decision issued by the organization. 

3. If a claimant has attempted to resolve the dispute and an agreement 
cannot be reached, the advocate decision review specialist shall issue 
a certificate of completion. The decision review specialist will send the 
certificate of completion to the claimant and will inform the claimant of 
the right to pursue the dispute through hearing. To pursue a formal 
rehearing of the claim, the claimant shall file a request for rehearing with 
the organization's legal department within thirty days after the certificate 
of completion is mailed. 

4. If a claimant has not attempted to resolve the dispute, the office shall 
notify the claimant by letter, sent by regular mail, of the claimant's 
nonparticipation in the office and that no attorney's fees shall be paid 
by workforce safety and insurance should the claimant prevail in 
subsequent litigation. The decision review specialist shall inform the 
claimant of the right to pursue the dispute through hearing. To pursue 
a formal rehearing of the claim, the claimant shall file a request for 
rehearing with the organization's legal department within thirty days 
after the letter of noncompliance is mailed. 

5. If an agreement is reached, the organization must be notified and an 
order or other legal document drafted based upon the agreement. 

6. The office will complete action within thirty days from the date that the 
office receives a claimant's request for assistance. This timeframe 
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can be extended if the decision review specialist is in the process of 
obtaining additional information. 

History: Effective April 1 I 1996; amended effective May 1 I 1998; May 1 I 2000; 
July 1 I 2004; July 1 I 2006; July 1 I 2010: April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-02-27 
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Section 
92-05-02-01 
92-05-02-02 
92-05-02-03 
92-05-02-04 
92-05-02-05 
92-05-02-06 
92-05-02-07 

CHAPTER 92-05-02 
RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS 

Definitions 
Availability 
Eligibility - Billing 
Death Claims [Repealed] 
Risk Management Program Plus [Repealed] 
Safety Outreach Program [Repealed] 
Alternative Risk Management Programs 

92-05-02-03. Eligibility - Billing. All employers, except participants in 
the retrospective rating and deductible programs are eligible to participate in the 
organization's risk management programs. 

An employer may elect, subject to the organization's approval , to participate 
in an alternative risk management program. 

The organization, in its discretion, shall determine eligibility for the safety 
outreactl risk management program. Pursuant to this program, the organization 
will serve the sector of industry and business that has historically generated high 
frequency or severity rates, or both. 

Volunteer accounts are not eligible for participation in risk management 
programs. 

At the organization's discretion, an employer account that is delinquent, 
uninsured, or not in good standing pursuant to section 92-05-02-01 may not be 
eligible for discounts under this article. 

Discounts are automatically calculated by the organization. At the 
organization's discretion, discounts earned under section 92-05-02-06 may be 
payable either as a credit to the employer's premium billing statement or as a cash 
payment to the employer. 

History: Effective July 1, 2006; amended effective April 1, 2008; July 1, 201 0~ 
April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 65-02-08 
Law Implemented: NDCC 65-03-04, 65-04-19.1 

92-05-02-06. Safety outreach program. Norttl Dakota employers wittl 
ttle tligtlest frequency and greatest severity rates and ttlose employers in rate 
classification industries wittl tlistorically tligtl frequency and severity rates may be 
selected by ttle organization to participate in ttlis ttlree year program. Repealed 
effective April 1. 2012. 

+. Calculation of discount. Ttle safety outreactl program pro•tides a ten 
percent annual premium discount for ttle creation and implementation of 
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a writteA actieA pia A approved by the ergaAizatieA. The safety outreach 
program pre·1ides a teA perceAt premium disceuAt for a reductieA ef at 
least teA perceAt iA frequeAcy rate aAd a teA perceAt premium disceuAt 
for a reductieA ef at least teA perceAt iA severity rate. If aA employer 
reduces beth frequeAcy aAd severity rates by at least teA perceAt each 
iA a premium year, that employer is eAtitled te aA additieAal five perceAt 
premium disceuAt. AA employer's aAAual disceuAt uAder this program 
may Aet exceed thirty five perceAt. 

2:- Ongoing eligibility. ParticipatieA beyeAd the iAceptieA year is subject 
te the sele discretieA efthe ergaAizatieA. lA Ae eveAt shall a A employer's 
participatieA exteAd beyeAd three ceAsecutive years. 

History: Effective July 1, 2006; ameAded effective April 1, 2009. 
General Authority: NDGG 65 02 08 
Law Implemented: NDGG 65 03 04, 65 04 19.1, 65 04 19.3 
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TITLE 95 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS UTILIZATION COMMISSION 
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95-01-01-01. 
commission. 

CHAPTER 95-01-01 

Organization of agricultural products utilization 

1. History and function. The agricultural products utilization commission 
was established by the legislative assembly in 1979. Its functions 
include administering a fuel tax fund and a subsidy program for 
agriculturally derived alcohol-blended fuels. The commission is 
authorized by North Dakota Century Code chapter 4-14.1 to provide 
assistance to agriculturally related industry. 

2. Purpose of commission. The purpose of the commission is to provide 
assistance to research projects dealing with the development of new 
or expanded uses, or both, for North Dakota agricultural products; to 
develop the technical basis for more efficient systems for processing 
and marketing agricultural products and byproducts; and to promote 
efforts to increase productivity and provide added ·;;alue to agricultural 
products enact the provisions of the code by supporting projects that 
are consistent with the code and enhance opportunities in agricultural 
research. development, diversification. processing , technologies, 
marketing, and promotion. 

3. Commission membership. The commission consists of nine 
members as designated in North Dakota Century Code section 
4-14.1-03. 

History: Effective June 1, 1990: amended effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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ARTICLE 95-02.1 

CATEGORIES AND GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR GRANT REQUESTS 

Chapter 
95-02.1-01 
95-02.1-02 
95-02.1-03 
95-02.1-04 
95-02.1-05 

Categories of Grant Requests 
Applicant and Project Eligibility 
Evaluation and Funding Criteria 
Procedure for Grant Requests 
Supplemental Program Information 

CHAPTER 95-02.1-01 
CATEGORIES OF GRANT REQUESTS 

Section 
95-02.1-01-01 Categories of Grant Requests 

95-02.1-01-01. Categories of grant requests. The commission will 
consider grant proposals submitted in the following categories: 

.L. Basic and applied research . 

2. Marketing and utilization. 

3. Cooperative marketing. 

4. Nature-based agritourism. 

~ Technical assistance for value-added businesses. 

6. Farm diversification. 

7. Agricultural prototype development. 

8. Agricultural technologies. 

9. North American marketing. 

10. Other agricultural-based initiatives as directed by the legislature. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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Section 
95-02.1-02-01 

CHAPTER 95-02.1-02 
APPLICANT AND PROJECT ELIGIBILITY 

Applicant and Project Eligibility for All Categories 

95-02.1-02-01. Applicant and project eligibility for all categories . 

.1. Preference will be given to projects that: 

a. Utilize North Dakota agricultural products in their production 
processes . 

.b.:. Produce food. feed. fuel. and fiber products through processes that 
are innovative and add to the value of agricultural products. 

c. Are submitted by an existing or prospective company that will be 
actively engaged in utilizing and adding value to North Dakota 
agricultural products . 

.d.,_ Comply with the goals and intentions of one of the grant categories. 

2. Consideration will not be given to applications for: 

.a.. Projects that do not clearly meet the commissioners' stated 
purpose . 

.b... Projects that are aimed solely at business expansion or creation 
without regard to enhanced agricultural products utilization. 

c. Projects that cannot reasonably be expected to result in viable 
commercialization. 

d. Projects that cause unwarranted duplication of efforts or processes . 

.e... Projects that focus on agricultural inputs. infrastructure. or 
production methods that do not relate clearly to agricultural 
product utilization, agricultural diversification. or nature-based 
tourism. 

L. Projects from applicants who are not fulfilling. or have not fulfilled, 
the requirements of prior agricultural products utilization grants. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 · 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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Section 
95-02.1-03-01 

CHAPTER 95-02.1-03 
EVALUATION AND FUNDING CRITERIA 

Evaluation and Funding Criteria 

95-02.1-03-01. Evaluation and funding criteria. Unless otherwise 
specified. proposals will be evaluated upon a basis of one hundred points. 
according to the following criteria: 

1... Probability and extent of new wealth and creation. Preference will 
be given to applications that demonstrate a high probability of job and 
wealth creation. While the commission does not make any specific 
requirements for jobs created per dollar granted. a close review will be 
made of return-on-investment and job enhancement. Up to thirty points 
may be awarded on this criterion. 

2. Credibility and merit. The commission will review each proposal 
as to its technical and commercial feasibility. Proposals that feature 
outcomes that are innovative as well as commercially plausible will 
receive preference. Within this criterion. the relative competence and 
technical qualifications of project principals will be assessed. Proposals 
or components of proposals which can be construed as subcontracts 
or contracts for service. and which provide information that the process 
by which contractors are selected has been competitive are more 
highly favored. Up to thirty points may be awarded on these criteria. 

~ Timeliness. Preference will be given to proposals demonstrating a high 
probability of rapid commercialization or address an imminent need. or 
both. Up to fifteen points may be awarded on this criterion. 

4. Matching funds. Priority will be given to projects that demonstrate a 
shared commitment for funding from other private or public sources 
or from the applicant. or both. Matching funds may be in the form of 
cash or in-kind services. or both. Approved indirect costs may qualify 
as matching funds. Disbursement of funds will be contingent upon 
evidence that matching funds have been allocated to the proposal. Up 
to ten points may be awarded on this criterion. 

5. Geographic consideration. Preference will be given to the proposals 
that center efforts on nonurban locales. When the proposal requires 
specific research activities that cannot possibly be carried out in rural 
North Dakota. consideration will be given to the ultimate development 
and commercialization of the results of the proposal. with the same rural 
preference. Favorable community support will be considered. Up to five 
points may be awarded on this criterion. 
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6. Likelihood of success. Commissioners shall provide their judgment 
on the probable success and relative importance of the proposed 
research. Up to ten points may be awarded on this criterion. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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Section 
95-02.1-04-01 

CHAPTER 95-02.1-04 
PROCEDURE FOR GRANT REQUESTS 

Procedure for Grant Requests 

95-02.1-04-01. Procedure for grant requests . 

.1. Applications are limited to fifteen (unless otherwise specified) typed. 
single-spaced or double-spaced eight and one-half inch by eleven-inch 
pages. including the application form and any attachments or 
supplementary materials. One signed original of the proposal must 
be delivered or mailed to the commission on or before the published 
deadlines for consideration at the next commission meeting . 

.2... Prescribed formats must be used. 

g.._ The commission will prepare application forms. instructions. or 
guidelines and make them available for downloading from the 
department of commerce website. Hard copies of the grant 
applications are available at agricultural products utilization 
commission. 1600 east century avenue. suite 2. P.O. box 2057. 
Bismarck. ND 58502-2057. Reasonable accommodations will be 
made to assist individuals with disabilities . 

.b... While the specific information requested for each category may 
vary. it may include: 

ill Applicant's name. telephone number. mailing address. and 
e-mail address . 

.(21 Applicant adviser's name with similar contact information . 

.Ql Applicant's fiscal agent with similar contact information. 

@ Grant application amount. 

@ Estimated total cost of the project. 

.(ID Estimated time of completion of the project. 

ill Date of final report . 

.(ID Brief description of the project and how grant funds will be 
used. 

® Where the business is or will be located. 
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.(1Q} Amount of the applicant's personal or company matching 
funds. 

illl Other matching funds. with source and amount. 

.(121 Assurance that matching funds have been secured. or date 
of availability. 

@ Whether the project has received public or private funding 
prior to this proposal. listing sources and amounts . 

.(1£ Whether the individual has received previous funding from 
the agricultural products utilization commission. listing prior 
projects and amounts. 

{ill Type of business structure. Sole proprietorship. corporation. 
partnership (listing names and contact information). 
cooperative (number of people). and date of structure 
formation. 

UID Federal tax identification number. if any . 

.(1l). The business's primary financial institution. 

!1..ID The business's gross sales for the last financial year. 

!1ID. The business's current number of employees. 

(20) Currency of the business's taxes. 

!2..ll Three years' projection on estimated gross sales. estimated 
capital expenses, and estimated number of created jobs. 

(22) If the grant is to provide professional services, the name of 
individuals preparing the business plan. the feasibility study. 
the accounting. and legal work. 

!.2..31 Description of the product or potential outcome. 

(24) Description of the marketing plan and names or the 
preparers. 

(25) Description of the work. research. or investigation that has 
been done to date. 

(26) Description of intended market. potential customers. new 
use. etc. 
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(27) Verification that individuals selected to do marketing have 
market management experience and expertise. 

(28) Prior marketing or advertising. 

(29) Listing of the risks or concerns that need to be addressed to 
make the project a success. 

(30) List of competitors . 

.Q1l Scope of work. 

(32) Research plan with objectives. milestones. and timelines. 

(33) Description of marketing areas. in state and out of state. 

00 Resumes of principal applicant and key participants. 

(35) Name and contact information of two references familiar with 
the applicant's work relevant to the application. 

(36) A complete project budget attached as a supplement. 

(37) Information suitable for a press release along with 
authorization. 

c. Applicants must complete the application form for the category 
most suitable for the project. Forms may be downloaded and 
adjusted to provide room for entries. but the sequence. style. and 
information requested on the form must be preserved. 

Q.. Information must be succinctly summarized. complete. and 
accurate to the best of the applicant's knowledge. Estimates 
should be indicated with the trailing (est.). Inappropriate questions 
should be marked with "N/A" for not applicable or "none" to indicate 
that question was considered. 

e. The commission reserves the right to deny any grant application. 
including those that fail to provide information on which commission 
judgments are made. Similarly. the commission reserves the rights 
to accept and consider applications that may vary form format but 
still provide requisite information. 

3. Applicants are encouraged to employ services of a project adviser and 
are required to utilize a fiscal agent. 

4. The application must be signed by the applicant or by the representative 
of a company or agency with authority to approve submission of the 
proposal and the fiscal agent. If utilized. the project adviser must sign 
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the proposal indicating the project adviser has offered critical review 
of the proposal. The applicant's signature is a certification that the 
submission is complete. the information is accurate. and the proposal 
represents the true intent of the project. Misrepresentations may 
disqualify applicants from any further agricultural products utilization 
commission funding. 

~ Promotional materials or materials not directly related to the proposal 
are discouraged. 

6. Applicants are required to complete a press release information and 
authorization sheet that summarizes the important aspects of the 
projects. This release should not contain confidential or proprietary 
information. 

7. Applicants will also be encouraged to provide information that collects 
demographic information that can be used to monitor compliance with 
applicable federal civil rights laws. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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Section 
95-02.1-05-01 

CHAPTER 95-02.1-05 
SUPPLEMENT PROGRAM INFORMATION 

Supplemental Program Information 

95-02.1-05-01. Supplemental program information . 

.1. Funding level. 

a. Unless otherwise designated. proposals are not limited to a specific 
dollar amount. The commission reserves the right to increase or 
decrease the amount of requested funding based on its findings 
and on its level of available funds. The commission also reserves 
the right to fund in whole or in part specific portions of eligible 
proposals. Requests must be justified with respect to the scope 
of the project. 

lL. Except when restricted by legislative directive. or by available 
funding in commission-administered ancillary programs. the 
commission may allocate funds to projects in any of the categories. 

c. The commission may elect to limit total funding during any 
particular quarter. and may disperse available funding over the 
quarters of a biennium in order to provide opportunities for 
meritorious projects that may submitted later in the biennium. 

2. Due date. 

a. Proposals may be submitted anytime within the biennium. 
Deadline dates for submission are January first. April first. July 
first. and October first. Prototype and technical assistance 
grants deadlines are December first. March first. June first. and 
September first. Only fifteen proposals will be considered at · 
each commission meeting based on the date received. Eligible 
proposals received after the quota has been met will be deferred 
until the next commission meeting. 

b. Reviews and grant awards will be made on a quarterly basis. 

c. Generally. grants are limited to a one-year timeframe. 

3. Multiple. concurrent. and successive proposals. 

a. Generally. applicants are only allowed to apply for one grant at a 
time. Multiple proposals from the same applicant will be considered 
if each proposal covers distinctly different projects. 
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b. Proposals that have been submitted under other state. federal. 
or private grant programs may be considered concurrently by 
the commission. Proposals that contain matching funds from 
other grant programs must demonstrate contingent approval from 
appropriate sources prior to release of funds by the commission. 
Similarly. agricultural products utilization commission grants that 
are used as match for other grants may be held. with · contingent 
approval. until the other grants have been approved. 

c. Upon completion of a grant. applicants may apply for a successive 
grant if the subsequent grant demonstrates an important next step: 
however. the commission reserves the rights to limit or deny the 
number or amount. or both. of funding of successive grants without 
cause. 

4. Commission review . 

.it. Acting on behalf of the commission. the staff reviews submitted 
proposals. Incomplete. ineligible. or inappropriate grants may be 
rejected by the staff or returned for amendment. 

b.. Eligible proposals are distributed to commission members for 
review prior to commission meetings. As part of the review 
process. commissioners or staff. or both. may contact references. 
experts. government agencies. and other sources to help ascertain 
feasibility of the project and credibility of the applicants. 

c. Each proposal will be considered individually on its own merits. 
and according to the stated criteria. by the entire commission. 
Applicants will be invited to present their proposal. discuss relevant 
points. and clarify components at a commission meeting: however. 
the predominant consideration will be based on the written 
proposal. Generally. presentations will be limited to thirty minutes 
divided into presentation and questioning periods as determined 
by the commission chair. 

d. A decision to accept. modify. or deny each project will then be 
made. by majority vote of at least a quorum of the commission. 
Should the process produce a funding level less than the amount 
requested in the proposal. the commission staff will confer with the 
applicant to determine whether the amount recommended would 
be acceptable to further the goals of the project. 

.e... The decision of the commission is final. binding. and not subject 
to review or appeal except as allowed by law. Projects that have 
been denied funding cannot be resubmitted in their original form. 
Revised projects may be considered as new submissions. 
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t. By law. no member of the commission may participate in. or vote 
on. a decision of the commission relating to a project or a business. 
or both. which would constitute a conflict of interest. 

.5.:. Grant administration and reporting. 

a. Applicants will be notified of the commission's decision. The 
commission is under no obligation to provide rationale for its 
decision: however, the applicant may request an advisory report 
that could point out some of the considerations in the decision. 

b. Successful applicants shall adhere to the conditions outlined 
in this article and North Dakota law. Following approval of the 
grant award. a formal grant contract will be entered between the 
agricultural products utilization commission and the grantee. This 
agreement will specify the agreed-upon objectives. tasks to be 
performed, timeline and budget. fund release schedule. and any 
other conditions specific to the individual proposal. Under the 
terms of all grant contracts, the grantee will be required to submit 
to the commission periodic interim reports outlining progress and 
both timeline and budget compliance. 

c. In most cases. the entire grant amount will not be released at 
the time of the commission's decision. In such instances, funds 
released will be tied to the grant contract. and any insufficiencies 
with the contract may result jn withholding of further funding. 

d. Grantees will be required to submit a final written report describing 
the work performed and the results obtained prior to final release 
of grant funds. This report must be supplemented by a financial 
report of all expenses actually incurred and income generated by 
the project. 

6. Audit and defaults. 

a. As a state agency. the commission is subject to audits through 
established procedures. 

b. To protect the investment of the commission and of the people 
of North Dakota. all financial documents. books, receipts, orders, 
expenditures. electronic data and accounting procedures. and 
practices of the grantee are subject to examination by or for the 
commission at any time for three years following the completion 
of the project. 

c. When a grant is in default because of inadequate reporting. 
inappropriate use of grant funds. or nonuse of funds, any moneys 
that have not yet been released will be withheld. Should such grave 
insufficiencies exist that the project appears to the commission in 
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jeopardy. the contract may be canceled. and all funds previously 
released may be recovered through collection procedures. 

d... Funds retrieved from vacated and incomplete projects will be 
returned for redistribution as grants. If the grant originated from 
special funding. the return and redistribution will be within that 
funding source. 

7. Eligible uses of funds. 

a. Eligible uses of funds are detailed in each of the category 
descriptions and as part of the application form. 

b... In general. agricultural products utilization commission grant 
funds are for enhancements. improvements. and new ventures 
and should not be used to defray the normal operating costs of 
the individual or business. including salaries of individuals in the 
business. 

c. Projects that bring producers. processors. distributors. buyers. and 
other individuals important in a supply chain together in a forum that 
fosters contacts and information exchange supportive of marketing 
ventures. 

a_ Confidentiality and disclosure. 

a.. Generally. proposals. grants awards. reports. and proceedings are 
open records and may be disclosed as allowed under North Dakota 
law. 

b... An applicant may request confidentiality of all portions of a 
proposal to protect the applicant's intellectual property rights. 
Such proposals or sections of proposals must be clearly 
marked as "Proprietary". The commission may limit the 
dissemination of information regarding confidential proposals. 
including considering the proposal during an executive session, 
however, the commission is not. in any event. liable for inadvertent 
disclosure. 

c. By accepting an agricultural products utilization commission grant. 
awardees agree to serve as a contract for individuals interested in 
pursuing a similar project. 

d. Under the term of all grant contracts. the grantee may be required 
to submit to the commission periodic interim reports outlining 
progress and both timeline and budget compliance. In most cases, 
the entire grant amount will not be released at the time of the 
commission's decision. In such instances. the release of funds 
will be tied to the grant contract and any insufficiencies with the 
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contract may result in withholding of further funding. Grantees 
will be required to submit a final written report describing work 
performed and the results obtained. prior to final release of grant 
funds. The report must be supplemented by a financial report of all 
expenses actually incurred and income generated by the project. 

.9... Ownership. 

Q... Subject to the policies. if any. of participating public programs and 
entities. rights to use products. processes. or services developed 
under this grant program will remain with the grantee. 

Q.. Subject to the same policies. the ownership and all rights to project 
outcomes may revert to the commission if the grantee or assignee 
fails to market the product. process. or service in accordance 
with individually negotiated funding contracts. In such cases. the 
commission may provide notice and the opportunity to others to 
assume control of research projects. In these cases. priority will 
be given to any license under such property or others who benefit 
North Dakota commercially. with first priority being given to small 
firms in nonurban areas of the state. 

10. Royalty agreements. The commission may receive royalties on the 
sale or lease of any product. process. or service developed under a 
commission grant. Royalty agreements will be negotiated at the time 
of the grant award and will be structured so that the commission may 
recover at least a portion of the investment of public funds. Repaid funds 
will be used to make new investments in other agricultural products 
utilization commission projects. 

History: Effective April 1. 2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 28-32-02 
Law Implemented: NDCC 4-14.1-02 
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TITLE 96 

BOARD OF CLINICAL LABORATORY PRACTICE 
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CHAPTER 96-02-10 

96-02-10-01. Exempt tests and methods. An individual, supervised 
by an individual licensed by the board, performing the following food and drug 
administration-waived tests and using the following methods, is exempt from the 
provisions of North Dakota Century Code chapter 43-48: 

1. Any of the following tests by non automated or automated urinalysis by 
dipstick: 

a. Bilirubin. 

b. Blood. 

c. Glucose. 

d. Ketone. 

e. Leukocyte. 

f. Nitrate. 

g. Potential of hydrogen (pH). 

h. Protein. 

i. Specific gravity. 

j. Urobilinogen. 

2. Fecal occult blood by any accepted method. 

3. Ovulation test by visual color comparison. 

4. Qualitative urine pregnancy test by visual color comparison. 
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5. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate by any accepted nonautomated method. 

6. Whole blood glucose by any accepted single analyte method. 

7. Spun microhematocrit by any accepted method. 

8. Hemoglobin by single analyte instrument or manual copper sulfate 
method. 

9. Any of the following tests by immunoassay using a rapid test device: 

a. Helicobacter pylori. 

b. Influenza. 

c. Mononucleosis. 

d. Streptococcus group A. 

10. Prothrombin time international normalized ratio by mechanical 
endpoint. 

11. Antibodies to human immunodeficiency virus types 1 and 2 by clearvjew 
complete HIV 1/2 assay. 

History: Effective January 1, 2006; amended effective January 1, 2008; April 1. 
2012. 
General Authority: NDCC 43-48-03, 43-48-04 
Law Implemented: NDCC 43-48-03 
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